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Legislative committee hears university sales debate
By Jeffrey Newton
Staff wriUr
FRANKFORT - Small-business
owners spoke out against the
university's selling goods and ser
vices not related to educational
needs Friday at ■ legislative committee meeting in Frankfort.
The Smal-Business Task Force
listened to testimony from both
university officials and smallbusiness owners for three and one
half hours.
"There is no way wecan compete
with the university.'' amid Colonel's
Corner owner Larry Vencill.
Vencill testified Friday that his
business and other local businesses
have suffered greatly because of
university-sponsored services.
"There has been a 20 percent
decrease in my store and a 20 to 40

percent decrease in my yogurt
operstions," Vencill said
According to Vencill. numerous
other businesses, such as the Pony
Express, have recorded substantial
losses.
Vencill testified that the owners
of the Pony Express had to sell their
business, because they could no
longer compete with the university.
However, new owner Brenda Upton said the previous owners were
ready to move onto other things.
"As far aa I know they just told
us they were just burnt out," Upton
said.
"We are just worried about putting out a good product," Upton
added.
Other owners said taxes are the
primary reason why they can't compete with the university sales.
"My tax dollars are going into a

business that's putting me out of
business.'' said Mike Blsir. owner of
the local Pizza Hut.
But according to Karl Baldwin,
vice president of business affairs,
the grill's pizza service has only sold
an average of 20 pizzas a day since
the service began early this year.
According to Baldwin, the
cafeteria sales have only increased
6.5 percent over sales receipts from
the same time last year.
According to university President
Dr. H. Hardy Funderburk, a major
area that hurts the small businesses
is not the university but an increase
in local food outlets.
"There has been a 47 percent increase in food outlets over the past
four years. Somebody should look at
those facts," Funderburk said.

Students support school services

By Donna Pace
News editor
University students were signing their names on more than
checks
and
homework
assignments
last
Friday
morning
In less than five hours, 1.084
students signed petitions that
were presented to the Small
Business Task Force in
Frankfort Friday.
The petitions, created by the
Student Senate, stated students'
disapproval of attacks on the
university grill by several Richmond small businesses.
The businesses' owners are
(See HEARING. Page A-8) [complaining that the university

Flipping out

is jeopardizing their well-being
by providing services at a price
the businesses cannot compete
with.
However, many students see
the businesses' views as infringements upon their rights.
"If we feel pizza in the grill is
necessary, and the administration agrees and honors the request, then we should be allowed to have it," Student Senator
Joe Miller said.
"Without students, there
would be no need for most of the
small businesses anyway."
Miller, who attended the task
force meeting, said the
signatures on the petition only

represented about 1 percent of
the campus population.
"But for such a late notice, a
thousand signatures tm great,"
he said.
"We hope to have 11 or 12
thousand by the next time this is
discussed."
Miller said Student Senate
Senators took the petitions to
their classes, meetings, dorm
halls and anywhere else a group
of people could be found.
"We even managed to get
some students who are working
at local pizza places to sign the
petitions." Miller said.
(See STUDENTS. Page A-8)

Council holds
en meeting
on tuition hike
•

•

By MikeMareee
Editor
LEXINGTON - Representatives
of the university's student government and the eTsasnsas^tagliea], as well
as those from other schools, were
among those who voiced their opinions about proposed tuition increases at Kentucky's state universities and community colleges at a
Council on Higher Education hearing Monday.
The council beard the comments
at the first of three scheduled hearings across the state.
About 260 students and others attended the hearing on the University of Kentucky campus, and about
half of the audience waa comprised
of Kentucky State University
students, who came from Frankfort
in buses. About 10 university
students were in attendance.
Most of the students who spoke
were opposed to a proposed midyear
increase of $10 for full-time
undergraduate Kentucky residents,
saying it would hurt students who
receive financial aid because aid
awards have already been set for the
current school year.
The midyear increase is one alternative being considered by the coun-

cil in an attempt to help offset a
revenue shortfall of $9.4 million this
year.
A January increase has never
been enacted before and, according
to several of the speakers, would set
an unwekome precedent for
students.
"It was a shock to all of us that
Una waa even being considered,"
said Student Association president
David NUM. "A midyear tuition increase would contradict the policy
that the council now has."
"Tuition's going to have to go up
sometime," be said. "But this is a
bad time to do it."
James Clark, director of the
university's Division of Planning
and Budget, spoke on behalf of the
administration and kept his
remarks brief.
"EKU is against a spring tuition
increase," he said.
Terry McBrayer, vice chairman of
the CHE finance committee, emphasized in his opening remarks the
fact that the proposed midyear increase has not yet been approved.
"Let me make it dear that neither
the council nor the finance <
(See COUNCIL Page A-7)

Faculty picks
insurance plan
The backflip of tailback Elroy Harris was a welcome sight to
Colonel football fans at Saturday's game. Harris executed this
flip after the first of his three touchdowns, which helped lead

By Sherri Sparks
Staff writer
Faculty and staff had until last
Progress photo/Rob Carr
Friday to decide which health inthe Colonels to a 37-34 win over Marshall University before the surance plan to select among the
sixth-largest crowd in Hanger Field history in the first game under four offered by the university, but
many were confused about what to
the stadium's permanent lights. See story, Page B-6.
do.
Meetings were held prior to the
rloadlinfi date to offer information
about the new policies, but Dale
Lawrenz, director of personnel services, said the meetings were poorrent to boarders aa a "non) university leaders, then we are ly attended
all for it." Baker said.
conforming use."
In an attempt to stir up some in"Since the bouse waa there before
Baker said even before he learn- terest, he sent letters to department
the district waa reaoned it can be ed of the meeting, his committee chairs in hopes they would pass inused aa a single do suing residence had already begun research into the formation on to other employees in
until that use is abandoned." Eaves possibility of building a row of their department.
houses for the various fraternities.
Still many members of the univerThis interest in fraternity housing
"We have elected members from sity faculty and staff put off makhas sparked s meeting between com- each fraternity to contact their na- ing a choice.
mission members and represen- tional chapters to see how fraterni"I don't know a hell of a lot," said
tatives from the university at 10 ty rows can be jointly fnanced bet- Dr. William Sutton. professor of
am. Oct. 16 in the City Hall Coun- ween the university and the frater- English. Sutton said he had looked
cil Office.
nity." Baker said.
at the policy but didn't know much
Mike Baker, chairman of the InBaker said the fraternity about the whole thing
terfraternity Council housing com- members were also sending personal
Whan asked if he had had any
mittee, said he saw the meeting aa letters to the national chapters ask- trouble with his Blue Cross/Blue
a possible stepping atone for ing if loans could be received.
Shield policy. Sutton said the comestablishing a "fraternity row" on
A frsternity row would be pany had been a little alow in pay
the university campus
beneficial to students fraternity ing for some medical expenses his
"If the city can make a difference members, alumni and the city of family had in the past, but overall
and maybe change the MJsssl of Richmovd," Baker said.
he was satisfied.

School, city to discuss Greek housing
By
NeweedUer
While the owner of an "unofficial
fraternity house" is being sought to
appear in a Madison County
District Court hearing, university
representatives and the Richmond
City Commleainri are planning to
discuss Greek housing.
Scott McClary. owner of the West
Main Street residence housing five
Phi Kappa 1au fraternity members.
is scheduled to appear before the
district court at 10:30 am. Oct. 23,
according to County Attorney Bobby Rueselrs office.
Information in the Sept. 17 The
Eastern Progrmtt from Duane
Curry, Richmond's assistant codes
enforcement officer, was incorrect in
stating the district court hearing
date of Sept 1^

McClary'a court appearance
stems from a recent dty commission meeting in which local
neighbors daimed the 1210 W. Main
St. riairtanrs was an unofficial
fraternity house.
A criminal complaint for a zoning
violation waa signed against
McClary by BID Willoughby. Rich
mend i iiilmaiiiraraiiiais1,olncar, but
the summons has not been served
because apparently McClary has
moved to Jacksonville, Fla.
Willoughby said the residence is
in a ■ utsasjowal zoning, P-l, area in
which any land of boaiding bouse is
prohibited.
However, Eaves said since the
residence was on West Main Street
prior to the taufeasfcaial zoning
changj. McClary has the right to

Forms had to be filled out twice,
said Sutton, and sent to Blue
Cross/Blue Shield before any
payments were made toward his
medical bit.
The insurance company of Blue
Cross/Blue Shield offered university faculty and staff three new policy
options and an added policy option
with a health maintenance
organization
This is the first year university
employees have had the option offered, and also the first year
employees have had to decide what
health insurance policy is best.
The Blue Cross/Blue Shield
policies were chosen by a special
(See FACULTY, Page A-8)
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Tuition hike
not a solution
It's only S10, barely the cost
of three fast-food lunches or two
movie tickets. It shouldn't seem
like much to the average
student.
But that S10 stands for
something far greater in the
matter of higher education in
Kentucky.
That $10 could mean the difference in controlled, scheduled
tuition increases at the state's
universities and community
colleges and unannounced increases that students would
have no fhoice but to comply
with.
That $10 is the amount suggested by the finance committee
of the Council on Higher
Education for a proposed
midyear tuition hike.
After calculating a r- venue
shortfall of $9.4 million this
year, the council began
scrambling for ways to make up
for the loss.
One alternative, unfortunately, is a January tuition increase
that, at a rate of $10 for full-time
undergraduate
Kentucky
residents, would generate an additional $1.1 million this spring.
The $10 standard is not set in
stone. If an increase is enacted.

it could be more or leas than
that amount. The figure is merely a starting point.
But there are several reasons
why a midyear tuition hike,
regardless of the amount, would
not be a good decision.
First, financial aid awards for
this school year were established last summer and cannot be
changed. And while most Kentucky students could probably
cough up the $10, the increase
would be greater and not as
easily paid for out-of-state
students.
Second, constantly rising fees
could make the university and
others like it, unattractive or
unaffordable to potential
students, particularly those
from other states.
Finally, and most importantly, if the council can raise tuition
in midstream this time, it could
do it again, and probably with
far less difficulty.
The precedent that would be
set by this move leaves the door
open for more sudden increases
whenever the books don't quite
balance.
And that's something the
students of this university can't
afford to let happen

Team should
fill stadium
After the university's football
team came from behind to post
a big win in front of a sellout
crowd at Hanger Field, it's hard
to find anything negative to say.
But observers should keep in
mind that Saturday's full house
at the stadium was somewhat
tainted.
As part of a huge promotion
related to the new Hanger Field
lights, the university sold 7,500
tickets to the Richmond
Chamber of Commerce for a
song, and the seats were being
sold by chamber members for as
little as 75 cents.
That helped make the
estimated attendance of 22,400
the sixth-largest crowd in
university history.
The university probably
didn't lose any money, since
many of die seats would probably have been empty had the
tickets not been sold at fire sale
prices.
But many of the paying
customers came to be a part of

the novelty of the first game
under the permanent lights and
to see the fireworks, and they
came because seats were cheap.
But night football is not new
to the university. Portable
lights were trucked in three
times in 1982 and 1983 so games
could be televised on cable. And
one night game looks pretty
much like another.
In addition, the university
consistently fields one of the
most successful football teams
in Division I-AA, and that itself
should be enough to put people
in the stands.
Of course, it isn't taDBfjh The
Colonels have been plagued by
poor attendance for some time,
even in the beat of years.
But luring fans with cheap
seats or fireworks is not the
answer. Rather, exciting comebacks such as Saturday's are
among the things that keep the
fans comjig back.
A winning team is still the
best promotion available.

««

HOCJ 01D THEM DO?

Student views summer soap opera
Hay wild things. How's life in the
big city?
Well, this is our fifth week of
classes and ail is welL The only problem with school right now is the
fact that I haven't had a chance to
appreciate the nice weather we've
had.and now it feels like summer is
almost over.
I also don't get to watch my
favorite soap opera anymore. I'm
sure you've watched it before at
some time or other.
The name of it is, "The Campus
Affair."
You may not recall the name of
the soap but I'm sure the characters
will be famiiar.
The last episode I saw Suebie is
lying in the sun while Kim is practicing her anorexia dives.
Suddenly, Suebie turns to see a
mysterious, tall, blond, handsome
man getting out of his silver
Mercedes and start walking toward
her.
After the camera pans into an extreme dose-op of the gleam esju hist
pouring from Suebie's eyes, the
camera dissolves to a classroom
where a group of durinterested
students are gathered.
They are all stressing about the

Think about it

Keith Howard
work load they are having to deal
with
The four main characters in this
scene are sore to be hopefuls for
homecoming queen fsnfidstes
Cammie'son the verge of suicide,
Hope's ready to skip town, no one
ever sees Caroline, and as for Darenda, she's the perfect student, always
on time and never complaining
about wok.
'My health class is hideous.
Anytime I want to be rtnprimiiJ I
go to class and have my instructor
tell me how unhealthy I am," Cammie said
"Like, don't go to class." Hope
said
"I haven't been to class in three
weeks. Doss anyone know what he
wants us to do with this Amanda

and her magic carpet thing?"
Caroline said.
"The question is: Do you think
anyone cares?" Hope asked
Just then the sfndions Darenda
walks into the room and woos the
audience with her classroom
assignment.
The sensitivity she placed in her
homework left the professor, as well
as the other students, in tears.
Then the camera dissolves to a
close up of Cammie.
Poor, poor Cammie. Bless her
heart. She's the heartthrob of
rlaaaroranu throughout the country.
However, her only problem is she
spends mom time at the local clubs
than she doss on «*"TT
The camera pans to Cammie who
is shout ready to take a bottle of
sleeping pun, when Suebie runs into the room and screams, "Cammie
look out the window quick!"
And just when she thought her
hie was over she looked out the window and some mysterious man had
bought her a brand new sport's car.
The music hits a real high tempo
and on the screen appears trees and
clouds. You know, the land you see
in love scenes.
The ending of this episode mixed

the emotions you see on "Csgney
and Lacey" with the suspense you
get in "Hubtreet Blues.''
Sharon who has been off the show
due to an unexpected pregnacy,
came back to the set to graduate
with all of her friends.
Yes. she finally worked her way
down the aisle, but ended up working her way all over 1-76.
Of course, Hope was to blame for
the sudden illness Sharon
'ou see Hope was jealous of the
fact that Sharon was going to get
to graduate and she wasn't So while
no one was watched she kept filling
Sharon's drinks with a mixture only Hope knew - probably the dreaded "Hopstera "
Poor Sharon didn't have a chance.
To let her teU it, at the end of the
night she had barely finished one
drink. But fei all actuality she had
put away close to 24.
The show ends with Suebie waking up and realizing all this summer
was a bad dream.
The camera cuts to Suebie
lighting a cigarette in bed and then
blowing the smoke into the blond's
face.
Think about it

In other words
To the editor:
ISA defends position
In response to Mbangni Mute
Ndefru's letter in the SBptember 17
edition of the Progreea, concerning
the Insurance Ruling and the International Students Association
<ISA>.
The ISA was not "established to
address the concerns and ideals of
foreign students'' as Mr. Ndefru
stated It's primary concern is "to
promote academic, social and
culture awareness within the
organization." However, when a
member tells the officers that they
have a problem with the university,
we have done our beet to represent
them and resolve the issue.
Obviously, if we are not asked to
do something on behalf of a member
or members, we have absolutely no
mandate or right to do anything.
The fact is that every international
student has been repeatedly made
aware of the new rules regarding
health insurance for the last nine
months.
During this time, no one expressed any dissatisfaction with the
ruling to the ISA officers. On the
contrary, the Office of International
Education requested that the international students contact the office
if they had any queries or problems
with the new regulation.
To say that "the association has
proved its worth as an efficient

puppet of the administattion is absurd. Anyone who bad any contact
with the association in the past
several semesters would be extremely surprised st the accusation. Only
someone who knows ~**""g about
the sssocistton could make such a
ridiculous statement.
The fact is, all of our obj ecti vea
and activities are completely determined by ourselves. We are not
financially ndebted to this university and the only ohlgations we
have to it are those that every
registered organization on this campus has. LB. We submit an annual
report and the officers names.
Mr. Ndefru asks. "What is the
purpose of the ISA?" As stated
above, we are mainly a social
organization with no political ties.
Mr. Ndefru also asks, "How doss
the ISA view dictatorship? How
does the ISA view dentosdyT' The
political persuasions of any member
of the ISA are totally irrelevant to
its functioning as an association on
this campus
"What are the elected members
doing about dictstorship or
democracy?" In fact Mr. Ndefru,
our association directly fosters
understanding between cultures and
in our opinion this is doing quite s
bit for the cause of nternational
democracy!
We are sorry that Mr. Ndefru
never gave us bis opinion about the
new insurance ruling until it was too
late. At the first ISA meeting

(September 3, which as always was Education. Keith 140.
open, the Da-actor of International
Education, Dr. Joe Flory, answered
Peal McVeigh, President
questions about the new policy. If International Stndeat AasodatJea
there are any unanswered questions
about the nsurance ruing, contact
Editor's note. Thit letter was alto
the Department of International tifned by four other ISA officers.

To report
N.
Donna Pace.
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CROWE'S FEATS

People poll

What was your opinion on the now lights at
Hanger Field?
By Charlie Bolton
Beverly Oaborne, paralegal, senior,
Floyd City:

Samuel Dingus, marketing, senior,
Jenkins:
"I could actually read the label on
my beer can"

Dingus

"There should be more night
games. Why spend so much money
on one night game?"

Shauna Hill, forensic science,
freshman, Louisville:
"It adds to the game. It's more
exciting at night."
Hill

Larry
Calbert,
accounting.
freshman, Louisville:
"They made the game spectacular."
Osborne

Brian Lewis, chemistry, freshman,
Louisville:

Calbert

Dennie Galloway, chemistry,
freshman, Louisville:
"I like the right games a lot bettor.
It doesn't really seem like a football
game unless it's at night."

"I liked them. They added to the
field."
Leqnetta Burma, marketing, junior,
Louisville:
"Lights. I didn't notice. But the
fireworks and Marshall players I

Teresa Clemona, paralegal, senior.
Mount Staling
"I thought it was excellent.There
ought to be more night games."

did."
Lewis

Burrus

Galloway

Camping trip becomes all-night party
MwteSANDMARTUAeNWTHriM5eU/?5ATTl<gr«VSHOWCR.

Grill's changes
help students
By Tom Wiseman
When university students voiced
their opinions about the condition of
the grill and the lack of services it
provided, a change was made to
meet the wants and needs of the
students.
Little did they know that they
were rustling up an immense, controversial issue between the university and the city of Richmond.
When the Small Business Task
Force met in Frankfort Friday to
discuss and decide if the university
has a right to make certain oncampus services available to
students, it had to choose between
the students and the small
businesses.
An on-campus pizza delivery service would especially help those
students who do not have a car at
school.
Also, the advantage of using the
Colonel Card to pay for their pizza
keeps the students from having a lot
of cash lying around their dorm
rooms.

Opinion
Before this year, many students
were a little reluctant to bring outof-town guests to the old grill for a
bite to eat.
The new grill gives you an overall
different feeing when you eat there,
like you're at a malt shop and not
thegrilL
But many of the small
businessmen are now stuck between
a rock and a hard place.
I don't think it's fair to them to
have to compete with the university, yet obtaining a degree is very expensive, and every little break in expenses for the students helps.
Perhaps small business owners of
Richmond have mixed or opposite
feelings on the matter, but the wellbeing of the student should be the
primary concern of the university.
Tom Wiseman is a sophomore
journalism major and a Progress
staff writer.

When I frst heard U2 perform
"Sunday, Bloody Sunday" in high
school, I vowed to go anywhere and
wait in any Ene just to get a chance
to see them.
So last Saturday morning at 1:30
a friend and I packed up the car and
headed for UBS with steeping bags,
a tape player, a collection of cool
tunes and, of course, enough food
and drinks to last us through the
long evening of waiting in line.
And what an evening it was.
About 150 loyal U2 fans of every
type had arrived before us.
Everyone from rednecks, to
punkers, to nerds, were camped out
in all fashions.
Many were sleeping in their cars
while others had set up camp on
lawn chairs. Some were still drinking beer and partying.
A group of guys drunk on vodka
were playing Frisbee beneath the
parking lot lights. Away from the
crowd four people were getting stoned in a car. And toward the end of
the line, two young ladies sat quietly playing a hand of double solitaire
No sooner than we had set up
camp, a poke car and an ambulance
made the scene.
A small crowd started to gather,
and as I craned my neck for a better look, I saw that some fool had
smashed his fist through the window of his pickup truck. As the ambulance pulled away, it started to
rain.
Some of the crowd retreated to
their cars while others fashioned

My turn

ike Morris
tents from umbrellas.
But the real fans, the diehards,
just pulled up the collars on their
jean jackets and shoved their hands
into their pockets for warmth.
After the rain quit, my friend and
I sat outside the car and listened to
The Doors and made friends with
the girls in line behind us.

Others tried to catch a few hours
of sleep, but most of us were to stay
awake for the duration.
When Hardee's opened at 6:00 in
the mormng, cold, wet, hungry
campers immediately made way for
hot cocoa and hot cinnamon rolls
rolls that we had smelled cooking
for nearly a half hour before.
"Only four more hours until
tickets go on sale," my friend said
as we ate our breakfast. "What
could go wrong now?"
As soon as we stepped outside.it
started to rain.
The rest of the morning was gray,
dreary and drizzly as we anxiously
waited for what seemed like forever.
By 9:30, the crowd seemed extremely anxious. Our bodies were
weak and aching, some of us had

Classifieds
Karate. Kung-Fu. Self-Defense. Ninja. Yoga. Tii-Chi for classes call
986-3706.
$10 - $660 weekly/up mailing circulars! Rush serf-addressed stamped
envelope: Dept. AN-7CC-AG. 9300
Wilshire. Suite 470. Beverly HiMs. CA
90212
New Nurses Uniforms and Shoes.
VEE ANN'S. 228 East Main Street.
623-0096.

MASTERCARD/VISA! Regardless of
credit history. Also, new credit card.
No one refused. For info, call
I-3IS-733-6062 Ext. 6062.
ATTENTION FRESHHEN! And
anyone looking for a church home.
First Alliance Church at 209 S.
George Street invites you to join us
in worship and fellowship and encouragement. For more information
call 624-9878

Oheir Netf Initiates And Wedges!

Tledqes:
Dana CaUert
Margaret Ciolek
Jill Tischer
Diane Qreen
'Barbara Ellington
Kelli Humkey
Michelle Jiunta
Debi Mann
Heather Maier
Amy Maupin
Joni Miles

tSjf

Melissa Matthews J
Karen Monello
Katy McTall
Shea McQregor
Jan Nickel
Oarena Sloan
Judy Oarfin
m&\
Nancy 'Robinson
Vickie CJhompson
Debbie Wokenburg
Deanna Wright

BAR * ]$ GRILLE

ROCK YOVR.M

LOO
EVERY NIGHT
7:00 - 9:00
Videos and Dancing Nightly
135 East Main, Downtown

Want a clown, a cancan girl, or a barbarian woman or man to come to
your party or reunion? Rent a
costume. Vee Ann's, 228 East Main,
623-0096.
.
EARN EXCELLENT MONEY in
home assembly work. Jewelry, Toys.
ft others. FT & PT Avail. CALL TODAY!
1-518-459-3546
(TollRefundable) Dept B408IC 24 hrs.

NEW PLEDGES

Kappa Alpha Oheta Would £ike Jo Congratulate

Initiates:
Debra 'Eagle
Charlotte HiglfiU
Heigh Oates
Oina "Peruzzi

even caught colds. But our spirits
were high as we wrung out our soaked sleeping bags.
Finally 10:00 am. came, but to
our dismay, tickets were not being
sold yet. The computer bad broken
down.
Seven minutes later tickets were
finally being sold. Then the rumors
about the number of tickets left
started The dream of getting to see
U2 looked to be shattered.
Finally, at 11:36 a.m., I ran up to
the counter and bought my tickets,
all upper arena, but I got them.
I got soaking wet, caught a cold
and had to put up with lots of
crazies, but I'm sure when Oct. 23
gets here and Bono and company
take the stage, I'll have forgotten it
all.

NEW INITIATES
Bill Ball
Brian Halloran
Todd Melton

Gerry Biaaiolli
Jaff Biachoff
Eric Bloomf ield
Damon Qua
Scott Hogan
Ron Kaczmarek
Derrick Langford
Bruca Marahall
Saan Mattingly
John Milla
Lanca Perkins
Gary Pierce
Rob Poola
Tim Poola
Doug Btandif ar
Laa Stanley
Brian Taylor
Tony Vanatti
Marahall William.
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Condom debate surfaces

According to Nusz, representation at the hearings concerning tuition and university sales was entirely too low.

in the future.
the university.
Nusz said "I think there's a need
The policy said the university
could not condone "through the pro- for it. A lot of the opposition is comvision of birth control devices, ing from people who say that if you
premarital sex . .. which is in con- sell them or if the university offers
flict with the traditions of most them then you are condoning the
use of them
organized religions."
"I would say that that's a really
The policy added, "Those
students who choose to defy the unrealistic and unperceptive viewlaws of the commonwealth and to ig- point. Because there comes a time
nore the basic tenets of most when you are.going to have to start
organized religions, with regard to being realistic, especially with the
promiscuous sexual behavior, have AIDS scare and other types of
the option, as citizens, of availing diseases."
He added it would be a very
themselves of the council and services of a private physician or a positive service for the university to
Kblic health agency, both of which adopt.
Whitlock said this was the first
ve the legal authority to prescribe
time he had heard anything about
birth control devices."
Dr. Doug Whitlock, executive condom distribution pertaining to
assistant to the president, said. the university, but in the future "I
"The university's issuance of con- think the efforts that you would see
doms or other birth control devices at Eastern directed at the AIDS
could be interpreted as a universi- issue will be education in nature.''
ty sanction or approval of the sexual behavior."
He added that a student has to
understand that the university's
policy was adopted, "a long time
•go"
He said subsequent to this policy
Progress staff report
the arrangement was made with the
JCM was crowned the winner of
Mountain Maternal Health League Dupree Hall's campus-wide softbsll
in Berea to distribute condontp.
tournament, held Saturday at the
David NUB, president of Student intramural fields.
Senate, said condom distribution
The team won the single
would be something to think about elimination tourney with an 11-8
win over Todd Hall's seventh floor
in the final.
JCM, last year's intramural
champion, defeated the Royals, a
faculty team, 16-6 end UBS 21-6 in
its other games.
representation in Lexington." Nusz of the student rights committee,
Lacy said he would look into that
Proceeds from the tournament
said.
- voiced concerns he had heard about problem as well as concerns about were used to pay expenses and proinsufficient access to the library for vide T-shirts as prizes to the
the lighting in the ravine and the
the handicapped.
After the details of the two
Lancaster Lot.
winners.
meetings were discussed. Senator
Laura Larkin announced that a new
diploma, designed by the senate,
had been approved by the
administration.

"I understand that the Frankfort
meeting with the Richmond smallbusiness owners was impromptu,
but we should have had more

Larkin said the new diploma
would be increased in see with more
legible print and a maroon emblem.
Senator Mickey Lacy, chairman

Rain delaV

Progress phottfMike Morris

Fans of the group U2 endured rain and cool weather Saturday
morning as they waited outside University Book and Supply for
the chance to buy tickets for the Oct. 23 show in Lexington.
About 250 people waited in line here, some for up to 24 hours.
The show sold out in less than two hours.

By Keith Howard
Managing editor
Although the University of Kentucky's Student Government
Association has passed legislation
to put condom dispensng machines
in male residence holla, «™l" action at the university seems
unlikely.
The issue was raised by Mickey
Lacy, chairman of the student
rights committee, at the Student
Senate meeting Sept. 22.
Concerns over the acquired immune deficiency syndrome have prompted health officials to educate the
public about the use of condoms.
According to Lacy, Student
Senate does not have enough money
to fund the buying of machines to
dispense the condoms. Therefore, he
said, they would have to convince
the administration to fund them.
He said the only thing that will
probably come out of this will be
promoting the awareness of the condom service the infirmary has to
offer.
Students are able to get condoms
at no cost at the university's infirmary, according to Dr. Fredrick
Gibbs, director of health services.
Mountain Maternal Health
League in Berea comes to the
university once a week to distribute
the condoms. A supply of condoms
is left with the infirmary, and

students must fill out forms to
receive them just as they would if
they were there for a cold or sore
foot.
Gibbs said in the past, the infirmary wasn't able to offer condoms
because of university policy.
Although
the
infirmary
distributes condoms, Gibbs said,
"We don't want to lose sight of
abstinence - a realistic option - one
that is guaranteed 100 percent effective."
As far as dispensing the condoms
in residence halls, Gfebs said, "I
have a little problem with this
because they are already easy to
get."
The first time the issue was
discussed at the university, birth
control not AIDS precipitated the
debate.
In 1972, Student Association requested that birth control devices
be provided at a ■M—1 cost to
students through the university
health services because "pregancy
is an ever present problem among
college students."
Former! university President
Robert Martin recommended that
the Board of Regents formally
adopt a policy for the institution, on
May 19. 1972.
The policy states that pregnancy
is s personal problem but not an
educational one within the scope of

JCM captures
Dupree tourney

Nusz calls for enthusiasm among senators
By Donna Pace
News editor
After a week of travel including a
trip to Frankfort to fight for the
grUl and a battle in Lexington
against tuition increases, Student
Senate leaders returned to Tuesday's senate meeting emphasizing a
need for more involvement and student awareness.
Leaders said in order for students
to get involved, their senators had
to be enthusiastic and show some
initiative.

"This has been a week of important activities, and many of us
neglected to get involved," Senate
President David Nusz said.
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-Bill Harris, At The Movies

SIGN UP WITH US,
AND WE'LL SIGN OFF ON
YOUR LOAN.
.Just because you graduated from college doesn't mean you have to graduate
into debt. Erase your college debt with the
Army's Loan Repayment Program.
Each year you serve as a soldier, the
Army will reduce your college debt by '/»
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National Direct Student Loan, or a Guaranteed Student Loan, or a Federally
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Recruiter.
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RHA creates
committees

Progress photo/Jamie Baker

Public safety officer Don Sheeks and his radar gun keep an eye on campus motorists.

Radar devices assist campus officers
radar works by throwing out a beam
of light that strikes an object, the
beam is then bounced back and the
speed of the moving object is
recorded.
The radar doesn't have the
capability to detect anything under
14 to 16 mph, Sheeks said.
"We don't try to hide from
motorists while using the radar. We
are taught in training classes to use
our eyes as a first detector of speed
and the radar as a second detector,'
Sheeks said
Not only does the university use
radar, but it also has a display panel
that can be hooked to the Falcon to
show motorists how fast they were
actually goktg and to stress public
awareness of speed limits.
"Usually two to three days at the
"Since January first there has beginning of each semester we use
been a total of 45 speeding viola- the display panel to show people the
tions detected with the help of need to slowdown, and after that we
radar," he said.
begin to cite people fc r violations,"
Currently the university has one he said.
portable device called a Falcon that
Sheeks said usually if a speeder
can be used in the cruisers or with was stopped for driving four to
a battery pack.
seven miles over the speed limit he
According to Don Sheeks, an of- would receive a verbal warning and
ficer trained in Falcon usage, the if stopped for driving eight to ten

By Jamie Baker
Aeaatant news editor
The uniformed officer parked
discreetly against the curb keeps a
watchful eye on unassuming
motorists.
The officer has three trained eyes
to watch over university vehicle
operators. Two of his eyes are
located on his face and the other is
mounted on the dashboard of his
cruiser.
This third eye is known as a radar
detector and is used by university
public safety officers to enforce
speed limits on university property.
According to Winn Walker, director of public safety, the university
has used radar to enforce speed
limits for the last three years.

fin
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; l
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I

aORIST

15% OFF
SILK FLOWERS
AND SILK
ARRANGEMENTS
(ci* only)

125 South Third Street

"We have jurisdiction on all property owned by the university, and
on Lancaster Avenue, we share
jurisdiction with the Richmond
To be certain of radar accuracy, Police Department," he said.
the Falcon is checked by calibrated
In order for an officer to operate
machinery and a tuning fork before
use in clocking each individual the radar unit he must have 66
vehicle.
hours of special training. Walker
said.
"If three cars are coming at you
Currently, the university has six
and the frequency on the radar officers with the proper training
sounds bad,then you can't use that who are able to operate the radar.
because you won't be sure which car
"I don't think we pick on
was speedktg," Sheeks said.
students. I think some officers are
According to Sheeks there was no more stringent than others, but we
certain tune or certain area for the have to enforce the regulations and
radar to be used.
laws," Sheeks said.

miles over the speed limit he would
receive a citation but this was subject to officer discretion.

By Keith Howard
Managing editor
The fonrung of new committees
was the man topic of discussion at
Sept. 20 meeting of the Residence
Hall Association.
President Mike Lewis asked for
volunteers from the 28 voting
members present and other
residence hall occupants to sit on
three new committees.
The first committee will work to
raise funds for the campus United
Way organkation.
These people will be in charge of
raising funds on behalf of the
residence halls.
Another committee that needs
volunteers is one to work with the
care packages. They will be
distributed to students in the
residence halls.
The last committee Lewis needs
volunteers for will be working with
Special Interest Housing. He said
they will be working with David
Tedrow, coordinator of housing, to
set up new guidelines for special interest housing
Special interest housing includes
those floors which are set up for certain clubs and organizations, such
as a nursing floor or foreign
language floors.
Lewis said they need the committee to clear up a few things, so they
can better promote special interest
floors at the university.

Plug— ■ tall report
The university has announced its
schedule for the 1987 Homecoming
Parade, to beheld at 10:30 a.m. Oct.
3 on Lancaster Avenue,
Drivers of student organization
floats should report to Home Tobac
co Warehouse on Walnut Street at
6:30 a.m.. and floats wil be lined up

on Park Drive by 8 a.m.
At 9:30 am., all walldng units will
assemble kt the Martin Lot, and
vehicular units will Ene up at
designated locations.
Participants in the 5,000-meter
race should assemble on Lancaster
Avenue near Park Drive at 10:15
a.m.

••*•••••••••••••••*
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Therefore, the act sets aside $360
from the general fund to defray
delegate coats.
Twenty-five dollars will be
allocated to those who cannot
receive $25 in funding from the hall
councils. For those who have received funding from the hall councils
under $25, RHA wll pay the
balance up to S26 of any of the
funds remaning from the $350
allocated.
Smith also asked that RHA
donate $75 for food and supplies to
be given for their workshop which
will be held Thursday. Sept.24. at
the Baptist Student Union.
The proposal was approved.
The last order of business concerned the Hall Council Reports.
Lewis advised everyone that they
are required to submit reports at the
first week of each month for the
previous month.

Parade schedule announced

JUDY'S PRECISION CUT
* BEAUTY SALON *
Fall Specials

Free Blow dry

The sponsor of the act, Rebecca
Smith, said that it is important for
the university's chapter to be well
represented at the conference "in
order to continue to develop expertise in hall government, programming and personal leadership development."
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Police beat
The following reports have been
filed with the university's Division
of Public Safety.

Sept. 11:
Kathleen Moore, McGregor Hall,
reported the theft of a stereo and
speakers from her vehicle while
parked in Alumni Coliseum lot.
Cars Harvey. Caae Hall, reported
the theft of her wallet from her
room.
Sept. 12:
Scott Privitera. Todd Hall,
reported the theft of a radio,
equalizer, citizen's band radio and
various cassette tapes from his vehicle while it was parked in Alumni
Coliseum lot.
Chief Coieman Whttaker. Richmond Fire Department, reported a
vehicle belonging to Fraast
Choubert Remy. located in Alumni
Coliseum lot was on fire. The fire
was extinguished and the vehicle
was removed.
Sept. 13:
Jamea Sewell, Todd Hall,
reported the theft of a radar detector, a hunting knife and some
change from his vehicle while it was
parked in the Alumni Coliseum lot.
Allen Tallest. Todd Hall, reported
the theft of his bicycle from the
Todd Hall bicycle rack.
David M. Rice. Keene Hall,
reported someone had broken out
the passenger window from hia vehicle while it was parked in the Keene
Hall lot
Renter Scott, Hamilton. Ohio,
reported the theft of a stereo and
speakers from his vehicle while it
was parked in Alumni Coliseum lot.
Beth Roberts, Richmond,
reported the theft of a stereo from
her vehicle while it was parked on
University Drive.

a T-shirt from his vehicle while it
was parked in Alumni Coliseum lot.
Eric Sharp. Todd Hail, reported
the theft of a radar doctor from his
vehicle while parked in Alumni Coliseum lot.
Charlie Hisle, Winchester,
reported the theft of 40 cassette
tapes from his vehicle while it was
parked in Alumni Coliseum lot.
Linda Toppings. Brewer Building,
reported a vehicle on fire in Alumni
Coliseum lot. The Richmond Fire
Department responded and extinguished the fire. The vehicle was
owned by Steve West.
Linda Kretzachmar, Richmond,
reported the theft of her hanging
decal from her vehicle while it was
parked in Alumni Coliseum lot.
Sept. 16:
Steve Cechrsn and T. Parker.
Dupree Hal, reported the theft of
textbooks from their room in
Dupree.
Glen Raktey. Wallace Building,
reported the smell of smoke in the
third floor women's restroom. The
Richmond Fire Department
responded and extinguished the fire
found in the trash receptacle.
Sherry Perry, Combs Hall,
reported the theft of a tachometer
and a power booster from her vehiElbow greaser
cle while it was parked in Lancaster
Jeff Goodwn, a senior from Louisville, took advantage of Sunday's
lot.
Kea Fecher. Brewer Building, mild weather to wax his car, which he calls Tabitha, on University
reported that someone had broken
out the left window of Tommy
Phillips' vehicle while it was parked in Alumni Coliseum lot.

Progress photo/Mike Morris
Drive. Weather for the coming weekend s also expected to be
ideal for car care, with sunny skies and highs in the 70s.
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James Crocker, Fountain, Colorado, was arrested on a charge of
possession of marijuana, violation of
drug paraphernalia and public
intoxication.
William L. Clements, Brockton,
was arrested on a charge of public
intoxication.
Sept. 15:
Shawn Miracle. Keene Hall,
reported the theft of two knives,
weights and chains used for martial
arts, throwing stars, sunglasses and
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Council hears opinions on tuition
(Coatimsd from Page One)
tee has made a decision," McBrayer
said.
The council also must consider
whether it wants to adopt a new tuition policy for the next two
academic years, and whether it
must adopt tuition rates for those
years before the general assembly
convenes in January.
But Cyndi Weaver, president of
UK's Student Government Association, said such action is useless if
the council maintains the power to
enact a midyear tuition increase.
"What is the point of setting tuition and ousting an expectation
and then reserving the right to
breach that expectation?" Weaver
asked the council.
Clark said although he is not yet
sure what the increases would be.
the university feels the council
should makitain the status quo on
its tuition policy.
Progress pnotoAtery Haydon

Festival of freedom
The university marked the 200th anniversary of the U.S.
Constitution Thursday with events outside the Powell Building.
In the photo above, sophomore Michelle Juinta of South
Williamson releases balloons as part of the celebration. Paul
Perino, below, a freshman from London, was one of many who
signed a replica of the Constitution.

"We think we should stay with Kentucky's universities and community coleges.
our current policy," he said
"If you apply that to higher
That pokey establishes a rrwdisn
per capita income from families of education, you make it a luxury prostudents at 11 "benchmark schools" duct," she said.
in neighborkig states The percentage of that mwHi^n income is then
"Any kind of raise is going to cut
adjusted to Kentucky's per capita down our accessibility," Nusz
income and tuition is then set bas- added
ed on the amount f amiliee can afford
University student Dan Brenyo
to pay for higher education.
said the state legislators had
"Low tuition is the beat form of
miscalculated the revenue and the
student fnancial aid" said Ed
Carter, actng vice president for ad- amount of the shortfall, and they
ministration at UK. "luition is not were largery to blame for the lack of
a major factor hurting access at this funds.
time"
"I find your position is a hard one
to be in." Brenyo told the council.
The theme of keeping higher "You're carrying the burden of soeducation accessible to students meone else's problems."
was repeated by many of the
speakers during the two-hour
At the close of the two-hour hearhearing.
ing. David 1- Holton II. s UK law
Weaver said the principle of student and CHE's student
charging a higher price for a more representative, addressed the
expensive product will not work in students in the audience.

"We're going to go to the
legislators and let them know young
people in Kentucky are concerned
about their future." he said.
Holton said he was "very pleased" with thestudent lepieaeulatksi
at the bearng. "I think it reflects
the seriousness of the problem."
McBrayer said he sympathized
with the studente' position on the
midyear tuition increase.
"I don't blame them a bit for being opposed to it." he said.
He said these hearings are the
first of ther kind to give citizens the
chance to speak out on tuition
increases.
The remaining hearings are
scheduled far today n Bowling
Green and Monday in Ashland.
The council will consider the com
menu made at the hearings, and
McBrayer said a decision should be
made on the issues at its Nov. 5
meeting.

Marionneaux named state geographer
By Alyasa NoUod
Staff writer
University professor Dr. Ronald
Marionneaux has been appointed by
Gov. Martha Layne Colons to the
one-year position of the Kentucky
state geographer.
"It was not something I planned
for." said Marionneaux.
Marionneaux has been teaching
for about 17 years and ■ a part-time
director of the Economic Develop ment Center.
He has akw served as the chairman of the Department of
Geography and is a pi arming consultant to the city of Richmond.
Ajtijaaaali Marifineani has an extensive background in geography.
*
*
*

he feels this was not the major
reason for his appointment.

Marionneaux said geography
makes for a more interesting, explorative and educated world.

"The selection is baaed on a feeling that you can do the job,"
Marionneaux said
Marionneaux is the first appointee from the university to this
position that was created in 1984.
The appointment is made each
year at the suggestion of the Kentucky Geographical Consortium.
The consortium is « group of administrators and professors in the
state's
various
university
geography departments
Marionneaux has worked with the
consortium in the past and was its
first director

"The roleof the state geographer
is to promote geographic awareness
throughout the state," Marionneaux said

Marionneaux will also be responsible for providing answers for
geographk questions and issues
relating to information on Richmond, the state regions and the
state's territory.

During his appointment, Marionneaux plans to visit as many high
schools as possible.
"I plan to do everything I can to
promote geography," Marionneaux
said "People often have ■!■—Maptiona about the importance of
geography. I hope to create a new
enthusiasm."

This wil be done by using the
resources at the state's various
universities.
Marionneaux said during the
week he would be answering questions and discussing geographical
issues with high school students all
over the state.
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Hearing
explores
debate

Students begin
petition drive

«'«■ tiaued from Page One)

According to Miller, the student's
participation showed the task force
members that the issue was important to students as well as university officials
Rep. Clay Crupper. D-Dry Ridge,
task force co-chairman, agreed with
Miller.

(Continued from Page One)

Funderburk said only two complaints had been brought to his attention concerning these types of
matters, and the university is doing
its best to be good neighbors to the
city of Richmond.
According to university officials
the food prices are low, so they are
affordable to university students.
"Seventy percent of our students
are on financial aid and that tells
you something," said Funderburk.
Many small-business owners said
their overhead expenses make it difficult to compete with university
services.
"There is no way we can compete
with the university. Who couldn't
make a prof t without any rent?"
Vencill said.
But university officials said they
do have overhead expenses. They
have to pay for electricity and

Program ptalo/Jwff Nwwton

Monice Covington, center, speaks at Friday's hearing.
employee salaries.
quenting local businesses when peoAttending the meeting with ple read the papers and find out who
Funderburk and Baldwin was Stu- is opposing them."
dent Senate President David Nusz.
The petition contained about
Nusz came armed with a student 1.000 signatures, Nusz said.
petition in favor of the pEza service.
The task force has asked the
According to Nusz. students who university to schedule a time so its
signed the petition "wil stop fre- members may visit Richmond and

the university.
The Small Business Task Force is
an interim legislative committee of
both houses of the General
Assembly to study government
competition with small business and
make recommendaitons to the 1988
session.

"It was good to see that the
students in Richmond were interested enough to know what was
going on with the university." Crupper said. "Their opinions carry a lot
of weight.'
Crupper said though he was expecting discussion from all business
capacities, most of the meeting
focused on the university's new pizza delivery service.
According to Crupper, the
meeting was the first time anyone
from the university had voiced an
opinion.
Crupper said hearing another
point of view was very helpful.
"Previous^, I thought the univer-

Faculty asked to decide on insurance option
(Continued from Page One)

Lawrenz said.

committee of the university chaired
by Dr. Marshall Reavia, professor of
finance/business systems, and composed of representatives of the
faculty, secretaries, maintenance
workers, poice officers and deans.

Up to this year, the university offered only one policy to its
employees. That policy, retitled the
high-option plan, is one of the four
options available this year. The
single employe* must pay $3.40 per
month, and the plan has no deductible for hospital stays.

Lawrenz said the committee looked at different insurance policies
and decided the Blue Cross/Blue
Shield policies were the best for the
university employees.
"The committee made the recommendation to the president and administrative council of the health
policy that looked the best."

Employees who did not choose an
option by Sept. 18 will automatically be assigned the low-option policy
plan, which B paid for by the university and has a $200 deductible for
hospital visits.
A third option. Option 2000. costs

Skydiving
WOULDN'T YOU REALLY LIKE
TO TRY IT ... AT LEAST ONCE?
Learn skydiving Irom US PA
Certified Parachute Instructors
The cost ol SV.00 includes:
• ALL TRAINING
. RENTAL OF EQUIPMENT
• FIRST JUMP
• CERTIFICATE

An Affiliated Center of the
United States Parachute Association

GROUP RATES AVAILABLE
Su>—o»y Ju^c* M 113 00

Location: BereaRichmond (Lackey s)
Airport. 6 miles south of
Richmond. KV off U S 25
Open: Wed., Sat . « Sun. 10:00 am
till dark Classes start at 10 00 am

single employees $2.77 a month, has state employees last weak had no efno deductible and offers similar fect on university employees.
benefits to the high-option plan.
"We have a separate policy with
Blue Cross/Blue Shield It doesn't
However, with the Option 2000
plan, a poMcyholder must go to a affect us at all," said Lawrenz.
specific hospital when medical services are required unless it is an
emergency. The low and high policy
options have no restrictions on this
coverage.
A fourth option, a HMO plan with
Maxicare Inc.. costs $9.75 per
month.

There are instances of Blue
Cross/Blue Shield policies not being
handled with complete satisfaction,
but Lawrenz said people should expect that from any insurance company. People always have
something to complain about,
Lawrenz said.

Orlena Barnes, building superBlue Cross'Blue Shield's cancella- visor at Clay Hall, said she wasn't
tion of its health insurance policy for that f amiliar with the policy options

PUT YOUR
COLLEGE DEGREE
10 WORK.
Air Force Officer Training School
is an excellent sfart to a
challenging career as an Air
Force Officer We offer great
starting pay, medical care, 30
days of vacation with pay each
year and management
opportunities Contact an
Air Force recruiter Find out what
Officer Training School can mean
for you Call

but was pleased to stay with Blue
Cross/Blue Shield.
"I don't know as much as I need
to know," said Barnes.
"They've (Blue Cross/Blue Shield)
been a life saver," she said. "I don't
know what I'd done sometimes
without Blue Cross/Blue Shield."
But some employees studied the
policies carefully.
"This time I took it seriously for
once," said Dr. Vitaly Wowk,
associate professor of foreign
language. "This time wedid have to
make a decision."

sity was Idling the city pizza industry with its sales," he said. "Friday I learned that the university only sells an average of 20 pizzas a
day. Twenty pizzas can't make that
much of a difference."
Crupper said he was told that the
number of small businesses, including pizza operations, had
drastically increased.
, "I really don't see why the dty
pizza industry owners raised so
much Cain," Crupper said. "It
seems to me a lot of competition
they face is from each other."
According to Crupper, a stand on
the issue will probably not be taken
until next July, because there is not
enough time left in the term to hold
s suitable investigation.
"We will have to compare prices,
look at the percentage of sales in
previous years in comparison to this
year's, and see how much of an inconvenience action against the
grill's pizza service would provoke,"
Crupper said.
Greg Hopkins, director of food
services, is also pleased with the
students' reactions, and said the
whole ordeal has seemed to unify
the university and the students.
"The petitions were created and
distributed by the students,"
Hopkins said. "We didn't have to
make any suggestions or ask that
they be ready in time for the
meeting."
According to Hopkins, as soon as
the students found out what was
happening, and that it could actually affect them, they were eager to
help out.
"At the meeting, the students
reinforced what we have been saying all along," Hopkins said. "The
pizza service is for them, and they
told the task force members, various
state officials, Richmond smallbusiness owners and university
representatives, that the service
was needed and appreciated."
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HOW I MADE $18,000
FOR COLLEGE
BY WORKING WEEKENDS

When my friends and I graduated
from high school, we all took part-time
jobs to pay for college.
They ended up in car washes and
hamburger joints, putting in long hours
for little pay.
Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year.
Yet, I'm earning $18,000 for college.
^Because I joined my local Army
National Guard.
They're the people who help our
state during emergencies like hurricanes and floods. They're also an
important part of our country's military
defense.
So, since I'm helping them do such
an important job, they're helping me
make it through school.

**

As soon as I finished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me a cash '•
bonus of $2,000. Then, under the New *
GI Bill, I'm getting another $5,000 for
tuition and books.
Not to mention my monthly Army-:
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to
more than $11,000 over the six years
I'm in the Guard.
And if I take out a college loan, the
Guard will help me pay it back—up to
$1,500 a year, plus interest.
It all adds up to $18,000-or more
—for college for just a little of my time.
And that's a heck of a better deal than .
any car wash will give you.
THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT
YOU THROUGH COLLEGE, TOO;
SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER
FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE^
800-638-7600,* OR MAIL THIS
COUPON.
♦In Hawaii: 737 5255; Puerto Rico: 721-4550; Guam: 477-9957; Virgin Islands
(St. Croix): 773 6438; New Jersey: 800-452-5794. In Alaska, consult your local
phone directory.
c 1985 United States Government as represented by the Secretary of Defense.
All rights reserved.

MAIL TO: Army National Guard. P.O. Box 6000, Clifton, NJ 07015
,DM DF
NAME

|:

I
I

ADDRESS
CITY/STATE/ZIP
US CITIZEN DYES D NO
AREA CODE

PHONE
BIRTH DATE

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
OCCUPATION
STUDENT □ HIGH SCHOOL O COLLEGE
PRIOR MILITARY SERVICE D YES □ NO
v.

BRANCH

RANK

AFM/MOS
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Army National Guard
Americans At Their Best
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DIET COKE, CHERRY COKE,
COCA COLA OR

MEAT OP JUMBO

Kroger

Bologna

Wieners
1-LB. PKC

Premium

Saltines
1-LB. BOX

LB.

Coke
2-LITER BTL.. .

WHITE THOMPSON SEEDLESS
BLACK RIBIER, SEEDLESS CHAMPAGNE
RED ROSE ITO, RED RUBY SEEDLESS,IJ*tf^C£7v'
GOLDEN ITALIA, OR RED CHRISTMAS'

California

Grapes
LB.

COTWM 1MT-TM l>W>

Mass
• MllM.MftM.

•

TASTEE BRAND

CAPSULES OR TABLES

Fresh

Bayer

•

le Cider

Aspirin

GALLON PLASTIC JUG

50-CT. BTL

12-inch sausage. Pepperonl, Hamburger
or Canadian Bacon

s~\ Thin
Crust
ptaa

{ ft }

?.»

licIKH 12-fts Frlid Cklckii. 11I CM SIM or Ntatt
Siia ilk. Iittd inn I Mis Mitts, r-trls. I Nipklai
Wishbone Taiigating

Pried
Chicken . . £.7

SAVE 20< Fresh

Glased
. Dozen

4 99

Co Colonels!

Section

Campus living
B
Computer shoppers should check around
Activities: B-2-3
Arts/Entertainment: B-4-5
Sports: B-6-8

By JIM Singleton
Staff writer
Student* shouldn't be intimidated
by the tired look in • computer expert'* eyes when they ask him,
"Whafa new?"
Chances are the expert doesn't
feel harassed, but is suffering from
information overload. The computer
industry is moving forward at a
pace that can be overwhelming.
Students who are shopping for a
personal computer for the first time
will find there are many decisions to
be made, but help is available.
"If you hold off buying until you
can get the latest technology, you
will never buy," John McPhearson
said. McPhearson is manager of the
Richmond Radio Shack store.
Judy Cahil and Melvin Alcom of
Academic Computing Services invite students to stop by for information and up-to-date price lists,
brochures and spec sheets. If they
don't have the information you
need, they will get it, Alcom said.
"When selecting a system, software is the key issue," Tim Jones of
ComputerLand in Richmond said.
The industry upgrades hardware
first and software follows, so there
will be a system to handle available
software, he said.
Jones said word processing is the
biggest interest locally and nationally and is the software most requested by students.
Another assist in making a selection is The Buyers Guide to Word
Processing. Guide is published annually in magazine form and is
available from bookstores and
drugstores.
Guide contains user-written
reviews of various software
packages and related information
intended for personal computer
shoppers.
The writers for Guide explain
what a particular word processing
package will and will not do, what
computers it will run on, what the
requirements are for memory and
disk drives, and what it costs.
Cahfll said ACS onto*, student
itiffi—** on software. Moat discounts are 80 percent off retail.
"We don't recommend ordering
IBM word processing software,"
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ah* Mid. "Other software i* a better buy."
Many word processing programs
are available. Cahill recommended
Word Perfect, available to students
through ACS for $126. The price
without the student discount would
be $260.
The most powerful software you
intend to run will establish how
much computer memory you will
need.
"The average consumer does not
have to have a super-sophisticated
system; he does not need a huge
amount of computer memory,"
McPhearson said.

"If you hold off buying until
you can get the latest
technology, you will never
buy."
-John McPhearson, Radio
Shack
Random-access memory, or RAM,
and read-only memory,or ROM, are
terms a shopper will begin to bear
^
Progress llustration/Thomas Marsh
immediately.
computer
manufacturers
slug
it
out
for
the
student
market.
RAM is the temporary, working
memory of the computer where the cy to become overwhelmed and individuals who have built com- count through ACS that the univeruser writes, stores and selects infor- overbuy, Jonee said.
puters from parts of various brands sity gets on IBM computers.
mation currently being processed.
An attempt is made not to of computers," McPhearson said.
Four models of IBMs new PerUnless the computer is asked to oversell, and most systems can be
"Buyers should use care if con- sonal Systems/2 line are available
save data stored in RAM it will be upgraded later if needed, he said. sidering these unite. You get what thru ACS.
lost when the computer is turned
"In order to find out whether or you pay for."
On the low end of the IBM price
off.
not a system is the one for you, you
Considering cost, McPhearson scale is the PS/2 Model 26 with
ROM is operating information for have to try it out, McPhearson said. said the trend is to not pay high 512K RAM. The package includes
the computer and cannot be chang"We have a very unatuffy store." prices for unite that are supposed to the monitor, computer and
ed by the user. Information stored said McPhearson. The store is set last forever.
keyboard in a 2-piece unit (similar to
in ROM is not lost when the com- up to encourage hands-on exCustomers prefer a reasonable the Apple Macintosh!
puter is turned off.
perience with computers.
price and a unit that will fill their
Memory is measured in kilobytes,
"If we can't make a customer feel needs for probably five years.
"Unless the buyer is
or Ks, and reflects the storage comfortable enough to try our
qualified
himself, he needs
Radio
Shack
has
the
Tandy
EX
capacity of a computer or disk demonstrators, then they just aren't
drives. One kilobyte represent* 1024 going to try one anywhere," he said. 1000 on sale now for 1696. Includ- to be sure the salesman is."
characters.
Another important consideration ed are a color monitor, 266K RAM
Cahill said the minimum amount is whether to buy a packaged one- and one 5-1/4-inch disk drive.
- Tim Jones. Computerland
Tandy offers a variety of systems.
of memory for effective word pro- brand system or a mix-and-match
Prices usualy increase in 6300 incessing should be 266K and that system.
Including discount, the cost to
more and more programs are requirJones said concern over buying crements as the capabilities of the students is 6810. The operating
ing 612K.
components that are not matched is components increase.
system, DOS 3.3 is 684.
Tandy printers range in price
More kilobytes of memory allow legitimate. "Unless the buyer is
Four models of Pro printers are
the user to process more words as qualified himself, he needs to be sure from 6149 to 6696. A laser printer available ranging in price from 6367
is also available for 62200.
well as manipulate those words with the sa>*unan is," he said.
to 6629.
Another caution: "Computer
greater speed.
Cahill said students and faculty
At the other end of the scale, the
First-time buyers have a tenden- *Bj*j**fj*a*, contain advertising by can get the same 40 percent dis- PS/2 Model 50 with IMG

(megabyte/one million characters)
RAM. a 20MG hard disk drive and
one floppy 3-1/2-inch drive costs
82157.
The printer, DOS and monitor
would have to be purchased
separately.
Two Model 50s are available in
Combs 229 for demonstration or
use.
The portable Apple IIC with color monitor, 128K RAM and one
5-1/4 inch disk drive is 8995. This includes a 2D percent discount for
students. Faculty can get a 40 percent discount.
Discounts comparable to Apple's
are available on Zenith and AT&T
computers These units are IBM
compatible
"With the discount, students can
get an IBM system for almost the
same price as the compatibles. So
why pay for a compatible with you
can get the real thing?" Cahill said.
The university requires a student
to find his own financing, Cahill
said. Applications for IBM credit
cards are available in ACS.
Certified checks, money orders or
charge cards are also OK.
After all of these considerations
have been rolled into one brilliant
purchase, students may want to
consider joining a user's club.
Software sharing is common
among members. Lexington has
clubs that are organized by type of
equipment used. The more skilled
users are usually anxious to help
new members become more familiar
with their computers.
A Bulletin Board System is
available in this area and is based
in Lexington A modem, which is a
unit that allows communication between computers via phone lines, is
required.
There are no membership or usage
fees, but long distance telephone
charges for time on the system are
involved.
BBS users are allowed to access
the Lexington computer for one
hour a day for use of entertainment
software.
Doug Rogers of the broadcasting
department organized the BBS. He
is the person to contact for
information

Students of all types wear sweat shirts Career
By Amy Caudill
Features editor
Hera* a riddle: What article of
clothing can be worn dressy or
casual, ranges in price from 66 to
640 and is owned by every student on campus?
The answer is the timeless
sweat shirt. Think about it What
else does absolutely everybody
wear besides jeans and
underwear?
On any given day, even during the Slimmer, one can see hundreds of students wearing sweat
ahirta.
They wear them with jeans,
alack*, skirts, shorts . . .almost
anything!
sure, sweat shirts are fun. But
so were a lot of other garments
that have come and gone. What
la it that "*fH— tpjjj p^"y almost
formless shit so popular?
Belinda Fleischer, manager of
the Sweat Rack in the Winner's
Circle shopping center, said comfort and versatility make sweat
shirts a winner with students.
"I think sweat* have almost
overrun jeans," Fleischer said.
The Sweat Rack and most
other otoree that sell sweat shirts
offer a variety of styles to satisfy
a variety of customer*, including
the preppie. the slouch and the
conservative
Everything from hooded
without print to craw neck with
a sewn-on or hand painted design
are offered, so there's a awsat
shirt for everyone.
"We get a lot of different
customers, and wa can please
them all," Fleischer said.
The Sweat Rack hand paint*
design* on sweat ahirta, and
Fleischer said students like to
buy hand painted sweat shirts
because they can get their own
individual look.
Fleischer said the sweat shirt
industry is now catering to the
fashion conscious, whereas in the
past it catered mostly to the comfort conscious and the athletic
type*.
Sweat ahirta are now being

Progress
ress photo/Mike
pr
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Several local businesses offer a variety of sweat shirt styles.
worn ss evening wear and school
wear and can be worn by people
of all ages.
"They're so popular now that
people can easily fit into the
trend." Fleischer said.
Fleischer said another reason
students like sweat ahirta is
because they are inexpensive.
Sweat ahirta at the Sweat Rack
are 68.96 without art work. Art
work range* from 81 to 820.
Sporting good* stores are also
finding they cater to a market
that includes more than just
athletic types.
Steve Rupard, manager of
Taylor's Sporting Goods on the
university By-Pass, said he sells
•west ahirta to people of all ages
and backgrounds.
"Use to, you could just count
on your athletic types wearing

them. That's not true anymore,"
Rupard said
Rupard said he sells more plain
crew neck sweat shirts than
anything else. Taylor's print*
designs on sweat ahirta, but
Rupard said these are generally
faddish
Rupard said he ha* noticed
that the "slouchy" look is in, and
most customers, especially
women, buy their sweat shirt* in
large sixes.
Taylor's sweat shirts are priced around 813.
Rupard said sweat shirts are in
vogue now because high fashion
has declined in popularity, and
comfort and a casual style are
emphasized more.
"It's not considered bad taste
to go on a date wearing a sweatshirt," Rupard said.

Many stores that don't even
specialize in clothing carry sweat
shirts because they are such big
sellers.
Ben ROOD, assistant manager
of the campus bookstore, said 90
percent of the bookstore's sweat
shirts have a university logo on
them and these are popular with
customers.
Roop ssid the bookstore
doesn't carry much fashion wear,
but sweat shirt* are one of the
biggest selbng clothing items.
The bookstore also prints
rWignu on sweat shirts and Roop
said this is popular with the
Greek community.
Sweat shirt prices in the
bookstore range from 86 to 830.
Roop said sweat shirts were
popular because they are easy to
wear, and they don't have to be

handled with care or ironed
before they can be worn.
"It's something that doesn't
take much preparation to get
ready to wear," Roop said.
Students have their own
reason* for wearing sweet shirts.
Amy Franklin, a junior speech
communications major from
Clark son, said she has about 15
sweat shirts at school and more
at home, and she wears a sweat
shirt at least once a day.
"They're comfortable and
they're versatile," Franklin said.
Franklin said she likes
"anything and everything" and
"just whatever feels good" in
sweat ahirta.
"You can find out a lot about
a person just from the sweat
shirts they wear," said Franklin,
who own* designer sweat shirts,
concert sweat shirts and sweat
shirts she has bought at discount
stores and decorated herself.
Franklin said she wears her
newest sweat shirts with dressy
clothes and her oldest sweat
shirts to sleep in or just lounge
around in.
She sjpi the most she has ever
paid for a sweat shirt is 825.
"When I can find one for a
dime, I get it," Franklin said.
Amy Breeding, a junior
elementary education major from
Mount Sterling, collects sweat
shirts and said she has between
50 and 60 in her collection.
Breeding said her parents buy
her a sweat shirt each time they
take a vacation, and she prefers
large sweat shirts in bright
colors.
Breeding said she looks for
good quality at reasonable prices.
Breeding also decorates sweat
shirts as gifts.
"There's so many different
ones, and everybodycan be different. But they're comfortable,
and they're just really neat,"
Breeding said.
For whatever reason, sweat
shirts are hot and it doesn't look
like they're going to cool off in
the near future.

program
planned

By Mchael J. Sorg
Staff writer
More than 100 representatives of
businesses from Taco Bell to Cincinnati Bell Telephone Company, will
be in the Keen Johnson Ballroom
Monday to meet students and provide information about jobs and
careers.
The career day is a joint venture
of the Office of Career Development
and Placement, the Department of
Graduate Studies ana Research,
and the Department of Minority
Affairs.
In addition to the businesses
sponsoring booths, shout 30 universities will have displays highlighting
their graduate programs. Schools
that will be represented include
Duke University, Miami University,
the University of Alabama, Virginia
Commonwealth University and the
three law schools in Kentucky.
Many different careers will be
discussed at the career day exhibits.
A student may inquire about jobs
available at police departments,
radio stations, hospitals, schools,
computer technology and government.
Representative* from
McAlpins. Hill's and Kroger will
also participate.
Art Harvey, director of CD&P,
hopes a large number of students
take time out of their schedules to
visit the booths and exhibita of the
businesses represented
"It's a good opportunity for
students to meet employers.''
Harvey said "It allow* them a
chance to look at a lot of different
fields."
Many of the businesses will be
returning at a later date to set up
interviews with prospective
employees. Besides student*, the
career day benefits many businesses
because it gives them the opportunity to meet and speak with students
interested in their field, Harvey
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Activities
Newman Center celebrates
10th anniversary with style
By Lisa Border*
ni who spoke on the history and the
development of the Catholic
Activitie. editor
The university's Catholic Newman Center and the impact it
Newman Canter celebrated its 10th had on their lives.
These alumni were Ralph Brislin,
anniversary of its dedication on
a 1976 graduate, and Kelly Read
Sept. 20.
According to Father Paul Prabell. who graduated from the university
the anniversary marked the 10th in 1982.
Julie Baumann, current president
year of the center as a parish and
also the anniversary of when the of the Catholic Newman Center, was
center received the church building. also a speaker.
"The whole event was a success
The celebration began with a
Mass at noon which was celebrated because there were a lot of alumni
by Father Kendrick Wlliams. Aux- there and family too," said
iliary Bishop of the Diocese of Baumann. s senior from Fort
Covington.
Thomas.
Dr.
Nordgulen, u'niversiy
"I have never seen the building
that full of people since I've been chaplain, also spoke on the impact
here," said Prabell who has been at that the Catholic Newman Center
the Catholic Newman Center for six has on campus.
Others were Don McNay, a 1981
years.
According to Prabell, the Mass graduate who works for the Saint
tevens Society, which contributee
was followed by a reception and a
banquet in the Keen Johnson to the Catholic Newman Center
either through gifts or insurance,
Ballroom.
Guest speakers at the reception Prabell said and Jim Blake, a 1969
included Father Jack McGuire. graduate who is the president of the
McGuire was pastor when the land Catholic Newman Center Board of
was acquired.
Development. He spoke on the goals
Also. Father Ron Kettler. who of the center.
was pastor when the building was
According to Prabell. the Catholic
being built, was a guest speaker.
Prabell said there were also alum- Newman Center is named for Saint

Steven, but it is also named for
Steve Potoeenak.
Potoesnak was killed in an
automobile accident in the 1970a,
and he left a large sum of money to
the center, which formed the foundation of funds to get it started.
According to Baumann, the
center is more than just a place to
go to Mass.
"Most students think of the
Newman Center only on Sundays,
but there is always something going
on during the week," she said.
Baumann said there are now committees within the center for the
first time.
Some of the committees include
service, liturgy personal development and social life.
For example, the liturgy committee is responsible tor supplying
readers at Mass and for making the
bread.
/
Baumann said the center has
benefited her greatly while attending the university.
"It's a place that's been like my
family parish at home. I've met a lot
of people, and it's kind of like carrying on a family tradition for me
because my three older sisters were
a part of the Newman Center."

The Barrister club will meet at 5
p.m. on Sept. 28 in the Herndon
Lounge of the Powell Building.
Mary Jo White, office of admissions
at the University of Louisville
school of law, will provide information to prospective law school applicants. Announcements will also
be made concerning upcoming
events.

Minority group holds
annual conference

AIDS lecture to be held Guest speaker featured
The Council on International Affairs will meet at 7 p.m. on Sept. 28
in the Kemamer Room of the
Powell Bulking. The topic will be
"National Defense and the Federal
Deficit," and speakers will include
Robert Sharp from the economics
department and Jim Webb and
George Campbell, both of the social
science department.

"The conference is mainly focusing on bulding leadership,'' said
Greg Jones, a senior from Jackson,
Miss.
"Although the activities are open
to anyone, it is more geared toward
blacks." Jones said.
According to Jones, participants
in the conference include representatives from various colleges in the

Dr. Michael Hopping of Atlanta
will apeak on AIDS and "Immune
System Lack" at 7:30 pjn. Sept. 24
at Madison Central High in the
Health and Physical Education
Building. The lecture is free and
youth are encouraged to attend. For
more information contact Bill
Moores at 623-4566.

Progress pholo/Avery MuiUns
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Many organizations participated in the banner contest at the pep rally in the Ravine. The pep
rally was sponsored by RHA and the Student Association.

By Lisa Borders
Activities editor
The Alliance of Black Student
Organizations will hold its fifth annual conference at the university
Sept. 25 through Sept 27.
The conference, which is cosponsored by both the university's
and Berea's black student groups,
offers participants an opportunity
to share ideas, gain knowledge and
develop leadership skills.

Campus clips
Barristers to meet

~

Catching the spirit

state as wel as some from out of
state.
Some of those schools include
Morehead State University, Murray
State University, the University of
Kentucky, the University of
Louisville, Marshall University,
Vanderbilt and Kentucky State
University.
Jones said there are a number of
activities and workshops planned
for the three-day conference.
Some of the workshops include
coping with arademic stress, preparing for employment, motivation,
male/female relationships, group
cooperation on campus and a panel
discussion on AIDS, Jones said.
Several speakers will also be
featured at the conference, he said.
Richmond Mayor Earl Baker will
speak along with representatives
from the presidents' offices of the

university and Berea.
Also, Dr. Cleo Charles, a history
professor at Berea, will apoalr along
with Andre Ward, founder of the
Black Alliance Conference.
According to Jones, the history of
the Black Alliance did not begin
with the name alliance, but rather
with the name "King Conference.
This conference was the gathering
of any scale to unite universities and
colleges in one common goal

The goal for the conference was to
make students understand the importance of working together as one
and to unite the recognition of the
birthday of Dr. Martin Luther King
as a state holiday.
The conference is hold at difference colleges every year. This is
the first year it has been held at the
university.
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Women's soccer
tries for success

SPJ club offers
insights to high
school students
to interview practicaJJy anyone.
By I iH Borders
This will be presented by Mason
Activities editor
The university's Soriety of Pro- Smith, news editor for the universifessional Journalists dub will be ty's Division of Public Information.
Another workshop will deal with
hosting a high school newspaper
shooting
and printing better photos
awards and journalism workshop on
by Rob Carr. Can- is a senior jourSept. 26.
'• According to SPJ President Beth nalism student who worked as s
Jewitt, 26 high schools have sent in summer intern with the Kentucky
Pott
their newspapers and have been
Covering high school sports will
judged on such things as layout,
design, content, news worthiness be presented by Mike Fields, sports
and overall production of the reporter for the Lexington
Herald-Leader.
newspaper.
There wil also be more than 200
Malcolm Stations, design desk
students coming to attend the chief at the Lexington Heraldworkshops and seminars, she said. Leader, wil speak at the workshop
The day will begin with registra- pertaining to improving the paper's
tion and refreshments in the Keen design.
Johnson Ballroom at 9 am. follow
A last wotkshop will address selled by the frst seminar at 10 a.m.
ing and designing ads by Larry
The title of this seminar will be
Brooks, general advertising
"How We Do It: Tips On Improvmansgsr at the Lexington
ing Your High School Paper."
Herald-Leadtr
The lecture will feature three
The workshops will end with s
speakers including Charlotte
Postlewsits from Dsviess County slide presentation titled "A Look At
High School, Brenda Lambert from the Best," along with comments
Berea Community High School and from the judges and the presents
Lynda Umfress of Bourbon County tion of the swards.
Jewitt said the judging was dividHigh School.
According to Jewitt, there are ed into Division I and Division II.
severs! workshops svaikble to tk#«*Tne division, are based on the size
students.
of the school
One of these is s workshop on how
There wil be swards given for

By Mark Harps
Staff writer

After a lackluster season last
year, the woman's soccer dub is trying to improve its image.
Beth Cardweu, president of the
club, said the club was not well
organized last year and was
under-publicized.

Seedy character

mwm photo/chariie Botton

Laura Loran, a sophomore from Louisville, dressed as a
watermebn in the Lambda Chi Miss Melon contest. Loran is a
member of Alpha Gamma Delta. •
best overall news coverage in each
division and also an award for the
runner-up. The winners
will
receive plaques.

Awards will also be »ven for best
feature and best sports. The winners
*na ninners-up will receive certificstes, Jewitt said.

Madison HI ues
128 €. Main St

This year, there are 16 members
on the team which includes five
substitutes.
The women were recruited by
word of mouth and advertisements.
Sally Zeck,who plays for the
team, said most of the girls hsve
played soccer in high school but
there are a some women who hsve
had no experience prior to joining
the tesm.

Instead of having its games on
weekends, the team will play its
games during its practice hours.
Cardwell said the students go
home on the weekends; therefore the
games have to be scheduled during
the week.
Two years ago, the soccer team
competed n the Ohio State Soccer
Tournament but did not place.
According to Cardwell, the team
would like to compete in the tournament this year because Ohio produces better soccer games than
Kentucky.
The women's soccer team is s nonvarsity team.
Cardwell said the university psys
for isfstess, marntenstvn of the field
and one soccer ball. The players pay

Barb Uling.who plays for the
tesm, said most people are scared
because they have never played soccer before, but the tesm can teach
them.
In 1983. the women's soccer team
won the Kentucky Intercollegiate
Soccer
Association
State
Tournament.
Cardwell said that if anyone
is interested in playing for
the soccer team they can show up
at the practise field during
practice.
The team practices from 6:00
p.m. to 6:30 p.m. on Tuesdays and
Thursdays and from 6:00 p.m. to
7:30 p.m. on Wednesdays.
The season lasts from September
through October.

®

Burger King «-* Richmond, Ky!

HALFTIME CHEWABLES AND
DRINK SPECIALS EVERY THOUCHSOWN OR FIELD COALS

COME SEE OUR NEW LOOK, NEW

TUESDAY - JIMMY BUFFETT NIGHT

PRODUCTS, NEW 2-5-9ER AND
NEW 24 HR. DRIVE THRU SERVICE!

CHHESEBURGERANDMARGARLTAVILLE SPECIALS

THE CARBURATORS Car-youl flvaiiobie

ALL THE PASTA YOU CAN EAT - S6.2S

Although the team only played
one game last year, it is trying to
play several schools this year including the University of Louisville
and Morehead State University.
The team has scheduled s gsme
with UK and is trying to schedule
games with Western Kentucky
University and Murray State
University.

99-25 Whopper

Richmond, KV 40475

MONDAY - MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL

WEDNESDAY -

a $20 fee, which pays for their
uniforms and road trips.
Jo McLean, the adviser of the
men's team, encouraged Cardwell to
keep the woman's team going. Cardwell said the men's team will remain
a non-varsity tesm until the
women's tesm becomes varsity

Please present this coupon before ordering.
Limit one coupon per customer. Void where
prohibited by law.
This offer Expires 11/30/87.

(606) 624-0328

THURSDAY - MUSIC CUE HAPPY HOUR
ONE DOLLAR DRINKS

BURGER

KING

FRIDAY & SATURDAY - WOLFTONES
'With cheese extra charge

PROGRESSIVE JAZZ AND BLUES

Pub & Pasta House
MINORITY CAREER PAY
U.S. NAVY REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE AT THE MINORITY

DRIVE-IN
WEEKS SPECIAL

THIS

Jet Burgers

Fix em

you

COMMISSIONING PROGRAM (BDCP).

WHILE IN COLLEGE FOR MORE INFORMATION COME BY THE

Expires Oct. 31,1987
624-2018

like

SEP 28TH TO DISCUSS THE NAVYS NEW BACHELOR DEGREE

THIS PROGRAM PROVIDES ABOUT $1100.00 PER MONTH

990
613 Big Hill Ave.
Richmond, KY

CAREER/GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL DAY ON

like'em

NAVY BOOTH AT THE CAREER DAY IN THE KEEN JOHNSON BLDG.
BETWEEN 10:30 AM AND 4:00 PM.

Snooty Fox
Presents
E.K.U.
9\c>

th

5

ANNUAL

Captain
D's
a great little seafood place.
1059 Berea Road, Richmond

ALL
CAN EAT
ountry Style Dinner
French Fn.t
Col* Slow
Huthpuppi.t

HMr-

•379

FISH & FRIES
ONLY $2.00
AlmbU l«k-o»l

Expires Oct. 8,1987

AT GREAT PRICES
527-6620

TWO

2 Pc. Fish Dinner
French Fries
coi. siow

a* m e
im

OFF

2 Hulhpuppim
^"
COUPON- ------- -

Two tender fish fillets,
natural cut trench fries
and 2 southern style hush
puppies

Captain D's

a iraaTllttlt MalMd .1«»

CU»TMS COUPON-*

FISH & FRIES
ONLY «!>.£.00

Two tender fish fillets,
natural cut trench fries
and 2 southern style hush
puppies

N« (ad -* a* a*, aaari m *****

Captain D's

• grtaTllttl* MalMd »U«
a'*•&as •»•*•> SB a. CLS» mn COUPON •
,vvC
CICLJ O. CDICC
'ender fish fillets.
natural cut french fries
and 2 southern style hush

Expires Oct. 8,4987

Hall's on the River

MONDAY. TUESDAY.
WEDNESDAY
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" $2.00
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puppies

Captain Dt
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natural cut french fries
and 2 southern style hush
pupDies
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Captain D's
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Price of Haircut & Style
Tuesday - Sept. 29th
Make appointment
in advance
Students Only
University
ShoDDinq Center

Phone
623-9624I
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Arts/Entertainment
Students put artistic skills WDMC restores
to work at shops,galleries failing reception
^

By EMsaba* Loatkaa
Staff wrkar
Located in in the M— of
the Campbell Building is a thriving
community of artists. The Department of Fine Arts has several
members who have foixid a niche in
the fickle world of art.
Thomas "Red" Ray, from
Hazard: Beth Bardcn, from
Poughkeepsie. N.Y.; and Patty
Hood, from Islington, are more
than just friends; they are also
working artists.
Ray, who is a jeweler and
sculptor, has some of his work for
sale in the Diamond Carriage,
located in the Lexington Civic
Center. "Jewelery is not necessarily something you wear. It can be a
table piece," Ray said.
Ray described two of the pieces
that are for sale at the Diamond
Carriage. "There are presently two
eggs that are one-of-a-kind collectors pieces. They are the size of an
egg and are Baroque, which is very
ornate," Ray said.
Ray said his eggs sell for about
$600 each.
"I probably sell 90 percent of my
work and theother 10 percent I give
away, usualy to my mother," Ray
said with a laugh.
Barden also works in jewelery and
is a sculptress. "I have to have my
work for a while before I sell. My
pieces are sort of like my children
and it is hard to part with them."
Barden said.
"I probably sell 30 percent of my
work. The things 1 sell are usually
commissioned pieces," she said. "I
have some of my work in a couple
of galleries in New York."
The galleries Barden spoke of are
in Poughkeepsie. N.Y., and
Woodstock, N.Y.
Barden said the prices of her
pieces fluctuate, depending on who
she was commissioned by to do the
work.

B, Sherrl
Staff writar
"Hey. where is WDMC on the
dial? I can't find it anywhere."

At an early age. Barden knew sne
wanted to do something artistic.
She said. "I used to wear a ring on
every finger when I was four. I loved jewelery even then.".
Hood, who also works in jewelery
and sculpture, said she cannot find
enough time to do all her work. "I
never have a problem getting ideas,
getting the tune to do it is the big
problem." Hood said.

"I think it's on AM
somewhere, but you barely can
hear it."
University students won't be
■■Iting this question in the near
future thanks to some employees
of WDMClthe campus radio station) who were curious to know
why some people on campus
couldn't pick up the station's
signal

Hood is presently working on
three pieces. "I've been commissioned to do two sculptures for the
University of Kentucky. One is for
the faculty house and the second is
for the home economics department." she said. "The third piece is
a sculpture k>r an exterior wall of a
private home."
"All of my clients have a certain
level of artistic knowledge. They are
usually colectors. I have total artistic freedom. They buy my work
because they like my style," said
Hood.
Among Hood's many projects is
her work at the Lexington Fine Arts
Gallery three days a week. "I also
taught a class in metals this summer at The Living Arts and Science
Center in Lexington, and I had two
shows there. I had one by myself
and then one in a group," Hood said.
Hood has always known what she
wanted to be. "I knew when I was
pretty young what I wanted to do.
I painted for four or five years, then
I began doing jewelery and
sculpture. I think half of art is the
desire. And for a true artist, the
desire is always there." Hood said.
Fellow artists Ray and Barden
agree with Hood. "Reading the comics really got me interested in sketching. Eventually I started drawing
motorcycles, cars, Donald Duck,
and other doodles."
"I took art in high school and
started panting, but painting just
didn't float the boat. I sort of drew

into jewelery and sculpting." Ray
said.

first idea. I guess I'm a formalist artist." Barden said.

Barden feels she has gradually
matured, and each piece of work is
a progressive process. "I start out
with an idea, then 1 work with it and
change it until it becomes what I
want. It usually ends up being
something totally different than the

"I haven't always done this. At
one point in my life I was a photojournalist for an advertising agency in New York City. I spent some
time in Europe doing that, then I
got back into art," Barden said.
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COMPLETE EYE CARE
EYEGLASSES - CONTACTS
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Insurance Welcome
Medical Cards
Credit Terms
Available

All Brands of Contacts
Soft & Semi-Soft
Permalens
Bifocal Contacts

WIDE SELECTION OF FASHIONABLE
EYEGLASSES TO CHOOSE FROM
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Specially Designed Contact Lenses For Astigmatism By
BAUSCH & LCMB and HYDROCURVE
EXTENDED WEAR LENSES
C;in Bo Worn UD TO TWO Weeks Without Removing Or Cleaning
DR. WILLIAM R. ISAACS
Optometrist
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■Since we did this, calls (to the
station) are up 600 percent."
Rogers said

Doug Rogers, who took over ss
faculty adviser for WDMC st the
beginning of summer school,
received complaints from people
on campus about the poor
reception.
"This year we found the signal
was not coning in very well, so
one day I just took a radio and
started walking around the
dorms and found the complaints
were warranted," Rogers said.

According
to
Rogers,
WDMCs current uses the power
lines in the hiildmgs as an antenna, so every building on campus
should be srJe to pick up the station without any problem.

Along with chief engineer Gene
Bobbins and assistant engineers
Bill Browning. Doug Marshall
and Glenn Wise, Rogers set out
on a campus mission, armed only with • ndio. in search of
WDMC's failing signal.

"It's not that we're putting out
any more power, but we're making better use of the power we
already had," Rogers said.

"What we found was it wasn't
so much we didn't have enough
power, but that we didn't have
the volume turned up —««"B* on
the transmitter," Rogers said.
Rogers explained that the
equipment had felt the effects of
age and changed conditions over
time. "The controls had aged,
and we had bat volume," he said.

Rogers also said he would be
very interested in hearing from
people who are havaig problems
picking up the station on
campus.
"If there is any place on campus where you can't pick up
WDMC, I want to know about it.
because we are here to serve the
campus." Rogers said. "If you
haven't heard it this year you
haven't heard it."

*
%
%
%
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*

*

In each building on campus
knobs sad dials wan adjusted
and ■W^aal to Rogers the
signal is overwhelmingly
stronger.

"Most people don't understand
how the signal is distributed,"
Rogers said. "WDMC is a carrier
current. We have a transmitter in
each dorm, in the Powell
Building and in the Donovan Annex Buildng (where the radio is
located)."

Progress photo/Mary Haydon

Thomas "Red" Rav works on an art piece.

Once the problem was determined, the next stop for WDMC
was to better match the
transmitter with the electrical
system.

DR. WILLIAM T. REYNOLDS
Optometrist
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HOMECOMING BASH
Thursday October 1
Buccaneer Drive In
Open at 7:00 p.m.

I

DR. C. L DAVIS
Optometrist
228 W. Main
Richmond. Ky
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Open Mon • Sat
8:30 am • 5:00 pm

623-3358

Member of Kentucky Optometrlc Association
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Gallery

Analyze mail before
]
replying to letters

shows
African

pieces

By Jennifer FeUman
Art* editor
Giles Gallery offan an exhibit
with an international flair in its new
exhibition titled, 'Africa: Objects of
Art."
The exhibit, from the private collection of Thor and Madelyn
Laugesen, of Paris, is "one of the
best African art collections in the
country," according to Tim Glotzbach. a professor in the art
department.
Authentic African works, including masks, bowls, and
sculptures dominate the exhibit.
Those looking for bright splashes
of color won't find it in this showing. Earth tones - browns, dark
reds, grays - comprise most of the
pieces, although the exhibit does
sport one brightly colored handwoven blanket.
What the exhibit lacks in flam
boyancv, however, it makes up for
in detail Intricately carved designs
give the pieces a rich look, particularly a brass mask
Mrs. Laugesen, said her interest
in African art stemmed from her
association with other works of art.
The couple owned an art gallery,
Thor Galleries, in Louisville, which
is now closed.
She said she particularly liked the
African influences on such artists as
Picasso and Braque.
"The four-eyed Picasso paintings
look like (African) masks," she said.
The couple's collection is the product of 25 years of.collecting. Most
of what they now own comes from
art dealers
Laugesen said the price of the
—jueces vary, but some of the masks
urtheir collection cost as much as
$25.000.

Progress photo/Mary Haydon

African masks comprise much of art show.
The majority of materials
represented in the exhibit were
made of wood, beads, shells, clay
and bronze
According to the the Laugesen ■,
the pieces are not actually very of**
in years, but they said the time element of these works is relevent.
The pieces average between 50
and 60 years old; the oldestrpiece is
about 100 years old.
One has to consider the climate
and insects in the area Since the
majority of the materials are
organic, the pieces are subject to
decay and infestation.
However, the Laugeesne said the
pieces are made to be functional, not
art. The 1 W said this is one

of the reasons an African art exhibit
is so rare.
This showing marks the first time
the Laugesens' collection has been
lent out for public display, a matter
of "talking to the right person at the
right time," Glotzbach said.
Glotzbach said he was talking to
an art student of the university
about possible African displays
available to the gallery.
The student said she knew of a
couple who had a collection and
referred Glotzbach to the
Laugesens.
The art exhibit is in connection
with the African cultutre festival,
which ends today. The exhibit runs
through Oct. 15

Student

There it is - just an average
mailbox. It could even be yours. But
Tuned in
even your private mailbox is not
completely safe. One day you'll go
to check the mail, and it's there,
lurking in the box, pretending to be
a friendly letter or perhaps a
harmless bill.
Anticipation and elation build as
Jennifer
you fumble with the latch. There you've got t\
Feldman
Slowly you withdraw it from the
box, savoring the scent of a freshly
That blatant insult alone should
canceled postage stamp
tip you off that this is a scam, but
You are greeted with with a white for the sake of those who are not as
envelope bearing no return address, worldly, we'll continue
only your name and your address.
Oh no, you realize too late, it's not
"This is a chain letter."
the latest Reader's Digest
sweepstakes entry form.
As in. the person who started it
It's not your monthly Consumer is in them now.
Reports magazine.
It's not even a postcard from your
"This letter was started in 1897
dentist reminding you of next and has yet to be broken. It has
week's appointment.
since been around the world three
It's a chain letter.
times."
Not exactly known for their fine
literary contributions, chain letters
Well, so has the president, and he
nevertheless have a powerful attrac- has yet to end up in your mailbox.
tion. The same attraction one feels
for skydiving.
"You have been selected by soThese letters are little mind- meone who thinks you need special
teasers. You're almost tempted to attention to join the group of those
carry on the chain, even though you who ase enjoying the rewards of
haven't written home in two keeping this chain alive."
months.
The solution is to take the letter
Just what you always wanted to
apart, line by line, to see if it is real- join - a fraternal order of manic
ly worth the pressures of postal depressed letter writers.
corruption.
Hare's a sample chain letter, to
"Do not break this chain. Send 20
get you started.
copies of this letter to 20 different
"Dear friend.
people who you think need special
attention. Do not photocopy them.
"Greetings!"
Do not sign them.
"If you send the letters off within
Let's stop right there. People
generally say "greetings" during six days, great things wil happen to
the yuletide season. Either the let- you. One man in Pittsburgh won a
ter is grossly outdated, or the letter sweepstakes one week after sending
writer obviously does not care off the letters. A woman in Idaho
enough to find s more appropriate reported her chronic acne chain had
disappeared."
salutation.

You wonder, who exactly is compiling these facts? Is there a special
line on your tax form that reads,
"Check here if you or any member
of your f amiy has received special
graces from complying with chain
letters?"
' If, on the other hand, you break
the chain, untold horrors await you."
Better left untold, you are sure,
but, yes, there they are in black and
white on the very next line:
A man who did not believe in the
power of the letter lost his job on the
seventh day after receiving his. An
entire family was left homalsee ss
their house burned mysteriously to
the ground. The mother realized
later she had forgotten to mail the
letters.
"This letter is very powerful. Do
not underestimate it Do not mock
it."
Do not pass go, do not collect
$200.
"Keep in mind everything this says.
Sincerely, a concerned a friend."
So there you have it A stripped
down chain letter exposed for what
it truly is - a stamp-sucking postal
pirate designed to instil falsa faith
and make s mockery of you.
Fortunately, you are now
prepared to deal with such antics.
You no longer need to fear the
threat of losing your job or your
home.
But then again, that's probably
what the man in Pittsburgh
thought.
Now, if yon could onh- find that

By-Pass next to Holiday Inn
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If you've ever wanted to get above it all, then the
A.r Force ROTC Light Aircraft T.aining may be for vou.
You'll iearn the basics of fligiit with 'light lts».'<tt in
small aircraft.
It's an additional program for Air Fc> .e ROTC carets
who can qualify to become pilots. With yo-.-r Air Force
ROTC training, it's your first step to pilot training.
You can do something about your desire to fly
with the best. Talk to your campus Air Force ROTC
representative today.

CONTACT:

CAPT BILL DUFFY
BARKER HALL ROOM 203
UNIVERSITY CF KENTUCKY
LEXINGTON KY 40606-0028
OR CALL COLLECT (606) 257-7U5|
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Sports
Colonels win
three awards

Colonel rally
corrals Herd

wasn't through scoring early in the
next period.
Petersen drove his team 81 yards
in eight plays, ending with a 35-yard
touchdown toss to Hammonds.
Another John Mitchell boot gave
the Herd a 21-7 lead.
Marshall stopped the Colonels on
downs insider its own territory.
Eight plays later the Herd had a
28-7 lead when Petersen found tight
end Sean Doctor for another scoring
pass.
The Colonels got seven of those
back after they recovered a Marshall fumble at the Herd's 11-yard
line and quarterback Matt Wallace
threw to tight end Ricky Williams
for a 15-yard scoring play.
With nearly three minutes left in
the half, the Colonels' drove as deep
as the Marshall 27 before "settling"
for a 51-yard field goal by James
Campbell in his first such opportuni- Brett Kolnick, left, and
ty of the year, cutting the margin to
tacked on the extra point to pull his
11 at the break.
team back within 10.
The second half belonged to the
The Colonels appeared to have
Colonels' on offense and defense. stopped another Marshall drive unPetersen, who had 320 yards of til punter Todd Fugate faked the
passing offense in the first half on kick on fourth-and-six and ran un17 of 27 attempts, completed only molested for a 15-yard gain and a
eight more for 77 yards in the final
Marshall first down.
30 minutes.
Soon after Petersen completed a
On the very next play. Petersen
one yard touchdown pass to Doctor was intercepted at the 50-yard line
on the first play of the quarter to by linebacker Anthony Harper, who
make it 34-17 (the conversion was returned the ball to the 35.
blocked), the Colonels went to war.
A 12-yard option run by Harris
Danny Copeland took a Kevin led to an eventual one-yard plunge
Gault kickoff at the 11-yard line, by the tailback, and the Colonels
broke around a swarm of blockers were a field goal away from a tie
and ran 83 yards down the sideline with 9:29 remaining.
before being tackled at the Marshall
In the Colonels' next possession.
six.
Harris took off on a 49-yard romp
"When I got to the wedge, to the Marshall 13, but the Herd
everything was congested." said defense did not break, and Campbell
Copeland, who missed practice on responded with a 30-yard field goal
Monday and Tuesday because of to knot the score.
Petersen was then promptly intonsilitis.
With freshman Lorenzo Fields at tercepted again, this time by
quarterback, Harris bullied his way linebacker Ron Jekel at the Marin from one yard out and Campbell shall 29 with six minutes showing

By Brent Risner
Sports editor
The fourth quarter only comes
around once in every football game
according to the rules. University
football Coach Roy Kidd and his
Colonels are certainly glad there
was a fourth quarter to play Saturday night against Marshall University, as they came back to beat the
Thundering Herd 37-34, scoring 20
points in the final stanza.
An estimated 22.400 fans crowded together at Hanger Field for the
Colonels home opener under the new
lights, making it the sixth largest
crowd in stadium history.
Those who came to root for the
home team saw the Colonels caught
by surprise, a surprise by the name
of Tony Petersen, Marshall's senior
quarterback, who wasted no time in
putting his team ahead.
Almost four minutes into the contest following the Colonels' kickoff.
Petersen found wide receiver Keith
Baxter all alone in the end zone for
hi.s first of five touchdown passes.
On the first play of Marshall's
next possession, the Colonels'
Richard Johnson recovered a ball
fumbled by Bruce Hammond after
a completed pass on the Marshall
24-yard line
The Colonels', behind the running
of tailback ESroy Harris, took care
of the scoring opportunity when
Harris scampered around the right
end for a 13-yard touchdown to tie
the score at 7-7.
After a sack of Petersen by Bernard Rhodes resulted in a 10-yard
loss, Petersen completed another
10-yard pass, and on the next play,
found wide receiver Mike Barber
open on a quick slant good for a
46-yard touchdown and • Marshall
14-7 advantage.
Marshall proceeded to keep the
Colonels at bay in its next two
possessions to end the quarter, but
Marshall soon served notice it

I]
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Shoeboxes are worth $$
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Nicola

Bring in any old shoebox and we'll give you
$2.00 off
Your next purchase
(one box per customer )(not valid on sale items)
Mon-Sat 10:00-9:00
Sun 1:00-6:00
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Colonel Football '87
1
2
3
4
6
6
7
8
S
10
11
13
14
IS
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
25
26
29
30
32
33
34
36
38
40
41
47
43
44
45
47
49
50
51
52
S3

*
*
*

RobanWakar
Burl Sweat
Jamaa Crawford
Randy Borilar
Carl Lawrenca
MAaCadora
Calvin Gillrs
Tony Schwan
La« Evans
Lotaruo Fields
Ouana Oavi*
Man Wallace
Saan Penninglon
Charles Dampiar
Richard Johnson
Robbie Andrews
Harold Reedy
Danny Copeland
Mark Canedy
Saan McGuira
Kelry Cutnjht
Frank Davis
Dale Fox
Robert Warfield
Gil Whitehouse
Tim Lester
Rick Burkhead
Elroy Harris
Kelly Blount
Jeff Johnson
Vince Scon
Troy Snawder
Oscar Angulo
Mike Carter
Leon Hines
Mike Mulev
Myron Guvton
Anthony Harper
Ron iek)il
Harold Torrens
Jean Rollins
Mark Mi.-cheil

SE
OE
TB
SE
QB
SE
WR
K
FL
QB
QB
QB
QB
OB
OB
OB
OB
OB
OB
OB
OB
FL
TB
OB
FB
TB
FB
TB
LB
P
TB
FB
FB
LB
LB
OB
OB
LB
LB
MG }T
C
C

54
SS
56
57
58
59
60
61
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
86
87
88
89
90
91
94
95
96
97
98

Mike Kelly
Jamie Jaggers
Mike Oelvisco
Chris Coney
Eugane Banks
John Holmes
Gary Grave
Slave Beagle
Ernest Thompson
Leon Johnson
Paul Lichteleld
Andy Durban
Toby Gilbert
Bernard Rhodes
Keith Townsend
Bill Karchar
John Jackson
Mike Roth
Tim Wimblev
Carl Sanerly
Al Jacevicius
Scon Donaldson
Ken McMillan
Greg McKee
Dave Miller
Jim Von Handorf
Scon Mahorney
Jessie Small
Slave Dyer
Rick Williams
Marcus Moses
Tim Tomauewski
Mike Winter
David Wii'ms
Jack Pearso.i
Ourand Brooks
Mark Bousquel
Bren Kolnick
James Campoell
Slave Leignt
Aaron Jones

Progress photo/Rob Carr

Ron Jekel stop Marshall tailback Ron Darby.
on the clock.
The Colonels slowly drove down
to the Marshall 3 until they were
forced into a fourth-and-two situation. Campbell converted a
21-yarder for his three field goal and
his 13th point of the game, and the
Colonels held on for a 37-34 victory.
Harris, who carried the ball 26
times for 175 yards, also hurt his
right ankle in the first half.
"It was a great comeback," Harris said. "Danny's kick return turned the whole game around."
Oscar Angulo and James
Crawford added 52 and 33 yards
respectively to the Colonels' rushing
totals.
"Our kids never quit We were
determined to get some pftnts on
the board this week," said Kidd.

Eastern Students
10% off
with I.D. on all Shelf Items

7IS East Main at the Railroad
Richmond. KY
40475
623-9980
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OL DL
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I
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*
*
*

exhaust pro
DISCOUNT MUFFLERS & BRAKES

*
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Marshall Coach George Chaump
was not as happy as his Colonel
counterpart.
^ Quite frankly, I think we deservProgress staff report
ed to win the football game,"
The university's starting quarterChaump said.
back Matt Wallace suffered a
"Our kickoff coverage was the separated right shoulder during the
worst I' ve ever seen,'' Chaump con- third quarter of Saturday night's
game with Marshall University.
tinued. "It was disgraceful."
According to team trainer Bobby
Marshall finished the game with Barton, Walace could beout for the
535 yards in total offense compared remainder of the regular season.
"It is highly doubtful that a
to the Colonels' 313.
Marshall tailback Ron Darby led quarterback would be able to come
his team's ground attack with 138 back from that kind of injury," Baryards on 26 attempts.
ton said.
Barton said the shoulder will be
The university's opponent on
Saturday, the University of Central immobilized for four to six weeks,,
Florida, has al -eady won twice, and and a decision on surgery on.
Kidd said his team will once again Wallace will be made later this
have a tough road game.
week.

Pioneer Liquors

OG
DL
C
LB
MG
OL
OG

MG
OT
OG
DE
DT
OG
OL
OT
DT
OL
OL
OT
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TE
SE
DE
TE
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DT
DE
K
DE
DT

Wallace out
4-6 weeks
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Three Cdonels earned Ohio Valley
Conference Player of the Week
honors for their performances in
Saturday night's 37-34 victory over
Marshall University.
Kickoff and punt returner Danny
Copeland was named Specialist of
the Week ss he gained 201 yards on
kickoffs and 37 yards on punts in
the game.
His yardage on kickoffs was one
yard short of the school and OVC
record set by the university's Jerry
Parrish in 1978.
Offensive tackle John Jackson,
who blocked effectively 88 percent
of the time, received Offensive
Lineman of the Week laurels.
Tailback Hroy Harris was given
the Offensive Player of the Week
award as he ran for 175 yards on 26
carries
and
scored
three
touchdowns

It is a Matter of Pride
and
••l
WE'RE BAD"
UNIVERSITY
"GO GUT!'lit
BOOK & SUPPLY
528 Eastern By Pass • Off Campus

^ (606)624-0220

Visa & Mastercard

*

Eastern s Concert Connection -jL.

Eastern By-Pass
Richmond, Ky. 40475
624-0190
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Team
enjoys
wins
By Brent Rimer
Sport* editor
Karen Istum's goal 10 minutes
into the first half gave the university's field hockey team all the scoring it needed to win over Radford
University 1-0 Saturday afternoon.
Tatum's shot, one of 20 fired in
the game by the Colonels on goal,
was set up on a comer play following a Radford penalty.
Much of the first half was
dominated by the Colonels as Radford waa unable to maintain control
of the ball to set up its offense.
Radford got most of its scoring
opportunities just before and after
halftime, but Colonel goalie, Jill
Pearce notched another shutout,
stopping 11 shots from her opponents' sticks.
With 10 minutes remaining in the
game, sophomore Heather Shockey
hit the post with an attempt that
would have put the home team
ahead by two.
By that time fatigue seemed to
set in on Radford, a team that
entered the game with a 1-1-2 record
following a morning confrontation
with the University of Louisville
that ended in a 1-1 tie in double
overtime.

Spikers dr< • It
three straight

Progress photo/Mike Morris

Pam Haley, right, brings the ball up the sideline in Saturday's 1-0 win.
Junior attacker Cheri Hoff said
her team could have scored more
times after Tatum's early goal
"We did pretty well.'' Hoff said.
"We could nave done better."
University field hockey Coach
Linda Sharplees said she was pleased with her team's effort in its first
test against another colegiate team
this season
"We did a great job of supporting
each other,"said Sharplees "I was
afraid we were going to let down."

Sharplees said her team would
need to improve its depth on attack
and keep the pressure on the opposition once it had the ball in a position
to score.
She said she was also pleased with
the aggressive play of junior attacker Tammy Vrooman
The field hockey team picked up
another ahutout win. this time by a
2-0 score over Beret College
Tuesday.
D.D. Car ley and Tammy

Vrooman each scored goals as the
Colonels had 54 shots on goal to
Berea's one.
On Friday, the team travels to
Appalachian State University in
Boone. N.C.
On Saturday, it goes to Longwood
College in Virginia, then back to
face an in-state rival, the University of Louisville, Tuesday.
The Colonels next home encounter
will be Wednesday against Davis
and Elkins College.

Golf team pursues OVC crown
By Brent Rianer
Sports editor
In an effort to recapture the team
title the Colonels lost to Murray
State University last year, university golf Coach Lew Smither has
added some new thoroughbreds to
his stable.
However, Smither will not have
the two-time Ohio Valley Conference Player of the Year, Bruce
Oldendick, who has completed his
four years of eligibility. to carry him
to the winner's circle this year.
"Bruce will be difficult to
replace," Smither said.
Also gone are Mike Crowe and
Pat Bennett two golfers who normally mad* trips to most tour-

naments over the peat few years
and have graduated.
Three seniors, John Diana. Tom
Klenke and Steve Smith*, along
with two juniors. Nick Montanaro
and Fred Mattingty. will be counted
to fill the Cadendick void.
"They are three very capable collegiate golfers." said Smither regarding his seniors. "They have
rededicated themselves to golf and
want to finish in a blase of glory."
Montanaro will miss the first
tournament this weekend at Forest
Hills Country Club in Augusta, Ga.
because of a sprained ankle, but
Smither expects him back soon
Montanaro finiahed ascend in a
216-hole team qualifying event held

over the past two weeks as he finish and junior college transfer David
ed the 12 rounds with a 73.6 Paeglow.
"He (Paeglow) ia one of the
average.
"He's played very consistent hardest workers I've ever seen."
Smither aaid "He really looks forgolf." Smither said.
The player who won the qualifier ward to the challenge of collegiate
with a 72.5. Fred Mattingiy, may gotf"
emerge as the team's leader, accorPaeglow fred one round of six
ding to Smither.
under par at the Arlington Golf
"He's played exceptionally fine Course earlier this month.
golf." Smither said.
Wood and Quieroe both came to
Add to this experience the youth the university from England
of freshmen Shawn Arterfoum and
The rest of the team's fall
Matt Wood.
schedule ktriudee trips to Duke
" You'll haw alot from him (Arter- University and the Kentucky Inter
burn). especially in the spring." collegiate Tournament si Louisville,
both next month, and to FairfieldSmither aaid.
Also add junior Richard Quieroe Snpphire Valley. N.C. in November.

tse
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onels did lose six straight games in
By Brent Rianer
two matches, but bounced back the
Sports editor
Hosting a tournament has its ad- next time out.
"This teem is very inexperienced,
vantages, but the university
and
can't count on a lot of stabilivolleyball team was unable to ty," we
said university volleyball Coach
capitalize on those advantages, Geri Pol vino "We're going to have
dropping three matches in a total of
nine games at Weaver Gym over the trouble with any big team."
Assistant coach Stuart Sherweekend.
The University of Notre Dame man said has team was the smallest
of the six squads in the tournament.
won the invitational tournament
"We went down from last week (at
Saturday evening, defeating Rice
Western Kentucky University I." he
University in five games. 7-15.
said. "We need more production,
15-11. 10-16. 15-6 and 15-7.
plain and sxnple."
In the Colonels' first match FriAccording to Sherman, the team
day afternoon against the College of
William and Mary Indians, the table sometimes gives up on points, and.
was set for what waa to come, as the in certain formations, the left side
offense has had problems.
host team lost 15-8. 16-14. 15-2.
"The longer the point (lasts), the
Friday night, Notre Dame upendless chance we have of winning it."
ed the Colonels 15-11. 15-7. 15-4.
The tournament took on a dif- he said.
Polvino said the tournament
ferent complexion on Saturday
when one loss eliminated that team should prepare the team for the first
from the competition, and the Col- of two Ohio Valley Conference Noronels were immediately ousted by thern Division tournaments next
the University of Cincinnati 15-7. weekend at Youngtown, Ohio.
The Colonels now hold a 5-5
15-9. 15-3.
The nine-game skid was the worst record in matches and have won 17
in recent history. In 1985. the Col- of 35 games played.

Cross country teams
struggle at Western
By Brent Rianer
on a five-kilometer course were
Sparta editor
Allison Kotouch, eighth overall in a
Both the men's and women's time of 18:3a and Lisa Mulloy. who
cross country teams participated at came in 11th in 18:46.
the Western Kentucky Invitational
A shakeup within the team
in Bowling Green on Saturday and leaders from two weeks ago
returned with mixed results.
highlighted the men's competition
For the women. Chris Snow took as the Colonels finished fourth out
team honors with a time of 18:17. of seven squads.
good enough for sixth overall in a
Bill Hoffman led his team to the
four-team field.
finish line. 26th overall, in a time of
In the team standings, the univer- 26:56. Ron Wofford. who finished
sity women took third place, one eighth on bis team at Marshall
point behind second place Southeast University, came in second this
Missouri State Western Kentucky weekend in a time of 27:18 over the
University won the competition by five-mile course.
more than 35 points, the first time
Western also took the men's
they had beaten the Colonels in six event with 29 points, as the Colonels
yeare.
fell short with a team total of 138,
"We have too big of a gap bet- but that was good —Wgli to beat
ween our top five runners." he said. Ohio Valley Conference rival MurOther top finishers for the women ray State by more than 50.
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UCB Schedule
February 3, 1988
ROADSIDE THEATRE
Gifford Theatre
7:30 PM

October 14, 1987
University Center Board
ALEXANDER G1NZBURG
"Human Rights in the Soviet Union
Brock Auditorium
7:30 PM

March 29, 1988
BOYS CHOIR OF HARLEM
Brock Auditorium
8:00 PM

October 15, 1987

BARBARA BAILEY HUTCHISON
Gifford Theatre
7:30 PM

Two Medium Cheese Pizzas for $7.99
r

Now vou can have two delicious medium pizzas (or
one low price. They're custom-made with your
choice ot toppings for just 50c each per pizzai thev don t have to be the same' And we use only me
freshest ingredients and 100% real dairy cheese

October 21, 1987
ZURICH CHAMBER
ORCHESTRA
Brock Auditorium
7:30 PM
November 17, 1987
DALLAS BRASS
Brock Auditorium
7:30 PM
January 19, 1988
WALLACE TERRY
"Bloods"

Brock Auditorium

623-7724

7:30 PM

119 S. Collins
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PIZZ

30 Minutes or $3 Off!
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DOMINO'S
PIZZA
m
DELIVERS

January 26, 1988
JOHN STOCKWELL
"The CIA"
Brock Auditorium
7:30 PM
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Big crowd deserved
victory in The Game'

Evans
to fight
Sept. 29
By Tom Wiseman
and
Brent RiaiMr
One of the best kept secrets in
Richmond not only attends classes
at the university with strong dedication, but also enters the boxing ring
with a strong right cross.
After looking at his body, most
observers soon realize Shawn Evans
could pass himself off as a
heavyweight fighter.
His 7-0 record, with seven
knockouts fa that class, is enough
to convince some promoters that he
is worth promoting.
The 6-foot-3-inch, 196-pound
senior from Oestwood ia now under
the supervision of G.L. Van Horn,
the Islington boxing promoter better known aa the father of Damn
"Schoolboy" Van Horn.
"If I learn to fight like he (Darrin)
fights, I'll be in pretty good shape.
The dude is tough as nails," Evans
said. "The Van Horn record speaks
for itself, and I'm phased to be
working with that group of people.
He said he has gotten into the
ring to spar with the "Schoolboy"
since around Christmas of last year.
According to G. L. Van Horn.
Evans will fight Joe Kirldand Tuesday night in Continental Hall unless
an agreement is reached with NBC
on an opponent for Evans at Rupp
Arena Oct. 4.
"In a year and a half Shawn will
be the best known (heavyweight)
fighter in the state of Kentucky,"
Van Horn said. "Hopefully, he will
be skirting the top 10 (in the
world)in two years."
"He will be equally as popular and
equally as skilled (as Darrin)," said
Van Horn, whose fighters own a
61-1 combined record.
Evans. 24, said he started in boxing two years ago when a friend asked him to come to the gym and
"mess around." and did just that for
a year befire really getting serious.
His first fight came on March 31
at Madison Central High School,
and he polished off his opponent
with a knockout in the first round.

If you were there, you already
know.
t Bleacher
If you weren't there or you read
1 preacher
about it in the paper, your decision
to not attend Saturday night's football game was one you should regret
for the rest of your mortal life.
The game waa billed aa "Richmond Chamber of Commerce Community Family Night," but when
the whistle blew after 60 minutes of
»
/
Brent Risner
action, those of us in the Hanger
Field press box were callfag it, "The against the Eagles.
Banger at Hanger," or better yet,
As Marshall roared out to a 28-7
"The Home Opener."
lead with seven minutes remaining
"The Opener" was just that. Wide in the first half, it appeared that the
Open, and that's also how Marshall lights might be getting in the eyes
quarterback found his receivers in of the Colonels' defense. But did
the first half, as the Thundering they ever adjust in the second half,
Herd set out to spoil the Colonels shutting down the Herd offense by
first night under the lights.
picking off two Petersen passes and
In the first quarter, shouts of "We sacking him on three occasions.
The 83-yard kick-off return by
want MM ahead I" were coming from
many of the fraternity sections, but defensive back Danny Copeland earthen again, no matter how the Col- ly in the fourth quarter seemed to
onels are doing, footbal fans at this upright a Milting ship. The Colonels
school always look forward to exten- offense, then led by freshmsn Lorending the school's winning streak zo Fields, scored a touchdown, and
Progress photo/Brent Risner

Shawn Evans works out at Continental Inn.
"I guess I rely on my strength,
especially in my right hand," said
Evans. "This may sound brutal, but
it's a terrific feeling seeing a guy go
down after a solid hit. It's the
ultimate thing you're supposed to
do in the sport."
At Van Horn's Thoroughbred
Boxing Club in the Continental Inn,
in Lexington, he spends about three
hours a day training doing cardiovascular exercises such as jumping rope.
Although he believes tough competition brings out a boxer's best,
Evans said he shouldn't go into the
ring with someone who is much
more talented than he is.
Evans was forced todecline from
his last scheduled bout against an
experienced fighter, Tim Miller, due
to a back injury he sustained while
lifting weights.
With an unblemished record,
Evans said he still doesn't worry
about a loss
"At this stage, it wouldn't kill

me," he said "Right now I have so
much to learn, it would be a learning experience for me."
In a year from now, Evans said he
would like to have 16 total fights on
his record and feel better about
himself in the ring.
The fact that he is participating
in a dangerous sport doesn't
discourage his closest friends from
supporting him.
"My famly, my Take fraternity
brothers, and friends have been terrific as far as coming out and seeing the fights," Evans said.
Evans, an industrial education
and technology major with a
specialization in computer electronics, understands his responsibities as a student.
"I realize that 10 years from now,
I'm not going to be boxing anymore
and am going to want to get that
degree," he said.
"He is no longer marking time,"
Van Horn said. "He is progressing."

Lawyer fighting violence
By Brian McClare
Staff writer
Richard Horrow hates the
violence he sees in the world of professional sports.
But the sports fan in him loves to
see a clean body check against the
glass. And he adores watching a
bone •jarring tackle or a center
fielder crash into the wall after snagging an apparent home run.
However, Horrow objects to the
brushback pitch, the bench-clearing
brawls and, moat vehemently, the
goon tactics of players in the National Hockey League.
Horrow, the executive director of
the Miami-Dade County sports
authority and a Harvard Law
School graduate, has launched a
crusade to wipe out excessive
violence in professional sports and
has even introduced two bills to the
U.S. Congress.
Called the Sports Violence Act,
the bills call for criminal penalties

(IL<=?

and prosecution in professional
sports incidents.
"I'm not a crazy man running
around trying to wipe out professional," he said Sept. 15 at a lecture
sponsored by Student Csnterboard.
"I'm just trying to stop unnecessary and excessive violence."
"I don't cars about the two professional hockey players who beat
the hell out of each other. 1 wouldn't
be here today if it waa about that,"
he said.
"What I care about is the school
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worked to add two James Campbell
field goals for a wfa in "The
Opener."
A contract was signed between
this school and the Richmond
Chamber of Commerce giving the
organization the rights to sell at
least 7.600 tickets to the gams at 20
cents each. The chamber sold them
for 76 cents apiece, making me
wonder who made money Saturday.
However, the exciting football
many chamber ticketholders saw
that night should be enough to
bring a good percentage of them
back for homecoming and other
future dates.
But will the university need this
type of promotion to guarantee
record crowds at Hanger Field from
now on?
This promotion was applauded by
all, but it does give somewhat of a
false signal of support to the team
considering chamber tickets were
sold for 75 cents each to chamber
members. Still, support from more
than 20,000 fans is worth it to me.

Progress lustration/Thomas Marsh
kid who watches this stuff. What is
he going to do when begets checked on the boards at a little league
game?"
While he said he opposes the intervention of the federal government, he insists that laws must be
made to force professional leagues
into enforcing the rules.
Letting the professional leagues
police themselves, Horrow said, is
"like letting the wolves guard the
sheep."
"The more blood, the better for
color television sets." he said.
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